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Solution structural characterization of organolithium aggregates has been 
advanced through the efforts of Collum and coworkers. These characterizations 
necessarily precede detailed mechanistic studies, and may guide the engineering 
of new aggregates of interest. Amino alkoxides used as chiral auxiliaries by 
Merck and DuPont have been characterized through the use of the method of 
continuous variations at high temperatures. The results are corroborated by low 
temperature NMR data, X-ray structures, and DFT computations. Chiral mixed 
aggregates of lithium hexamethyldisilazide and amino alkoxides of potential 
synthetic utility were discovered in the course of this work, and their structure 
elucidated through a new extension of the Method of Continuous Variations. In 
an effort to extend the utility of amino alkoxides as chiral auxiliaries, mixtures of 
achiral enolates and phenolates with amino alkoxides were explored.  
A detailed mechanistic study of an aza aldol addition is presented in 
Chapter II herein. Following structural studies, detailed mechanistic studies are 
performed to understand the origins of product ratios, and correlations between 
rate and reaction conditions that are necessary for optimization. This mechanistic
study is presented in the context of previous assumptions about the aggregation 
dynamics along the reaction coordinate, and is the first mechanistic study of an 
aza aldol addition. The dimer-based reaction was uncloaked through the use of 
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Solution Structures of Lithium Amino Alkoxides 




Lithium ephedrates and norcarane-derived lithium amino alkoxides used to 
effect highly enantioselective 1,2-additions on large scales have been 
characterized in toluene and tetrahydrofuran. The method of continuous 
variations in conjunction with 6Li NMR spectroscopy reveals that the lithium 
amino alkoxides are tetrameric. In each case, low-temperature 6Li NMR spectra 
show stereoisomerically pure homoaggregates displaying resonances consistent 
with an S4-symmetric cubic core rather than the alternative D2d core. These 
assignments are supported by density functional theory computations and 
conform to X–ray crystal structures. Slow aggregate exchanges are discussed in 







 The idea of exploiting organolithium mixed aggregates to control 
organolithium reactivity and selectivity lurked for several decades,1 but it moved 
to center stage in the early 1980s largely owing to contributions of Seebach and 
coworkers.2 In a dramatic application of aggregate-based stereocontrol, the 
process group at Merck has shown that two equiv each of lithium 
cyclopropylacetylide 1 and lithium ephedrate 2b effect the 1,2-addition in eq 1 in 
98% enantioselectivity.3 Synthesis of more than 50,000 kg of reverse transcriptase 
inhibitor efavirenz (Sustiva, Stocrin) using this protocol quashed any doubt 
about the practicality of stoichiometric amino alkoxide auxiliaries.4 Subsequently, 
DuPont Pharmaceuticals prepared more than 2000 kg of a second-generation 
reverse transcriptase inhibitor using a seemingly analogous 1,2-addition of 
lithium acetylide 1 to quinazolinone 4 with an extraordinary 99.5% 
enantioselectivity (eq 2).5 In this case, however, optimal selectivity was obtained 
using a 3:1 mixture of norcarane-derived amino alkoxide 3a and 1.  
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 A Cornell–Merck collaboration traced the high enantioselectivity in eq 1 to 
reaction of substrate with 2:2 (ROLi)2(R'Li)2 mixed tetramer 5.6 A subsequent 
Cornell–DuPont collaboration attributed the enantioselectivity in eq 2 to external 
attack of acetylide on 3:1 (ROLi)3(substrate)1 mixed tetramer 6.7 In both reactions, 
aging the reaction near ambient temperature before addition at low temperature 
was key to attaining high selectivity.  
 







 During these structural and mechanistic studies, the solution structures of 
the amino alkoxide homoaggregates proved elusive. The problem emanated 
from the difficulties associated with characterizing O-lithiated species in 
solution, wherein high symmetry and lack of O–Li coupling preclude direct 
NMR spectroscopic analysis.8 Arnett and coworkers have previously reported a 
crystal structure of ephedrate 2a displaying an S4-symmetric tetrameric core, but 
their efforts to determine the solution structure were less conclusive.9  
 Considerable inroads have now been made toward characterizing the 
structures of O-lithiated species in solution.8,10,11,12 Using a combination of 6Li 
NMR spectroscopy, the method of continuous variations (MCV),8,12,13 and density 
functional theory computations, we show herein that amino alkoxides 2a,b and 




















































intraaggregate exchanges12,15 are shown to be remarkably slow. In conjunction 
with 6Li–15N double-labeling studies, the application of MCV is extended to 
distinguish lithium hexamethyldisilazide-lithium amino alkoxide dimers 11 and 
the corresponding ladders 1216—a structural ambiguity arising from opaque O–
Li linkages that has dogged us for many years.12b,17 We also provide a more 
nuanced view of the benefits of catalytic lithium salts on the enantioselectivities 
observed by DuPont investigators.  
 
   
   
    


















































































































































 Homoaggregation. Lithium alkoxides 2a,b and 3a,b were generated in 
toluene by treating the corresponding alcohols3e,18 with 1.0 equiv of labeled 
lithium hexamethyldisilazide ([6Li]LiHMDS).19 To facilitate the narrative, we note 
at the outset that the data support cubic tetramers 7a,b and 8a,b bearing S4-
symmetric cores.  
 Low-temperature 6Li NMR spectroscopy of all four alkoxides reveals two 
resonances (1:1) that coalesce above –15 oC to afford a single sharp resonance 
above 0 oC consistent with a single aggregate containing two magnetically 
inequivalent lithium nuclei. Note that S4-symmetric cubic tetramers 7a,b and 8a,b 
would show such a pair, whereas D2d tetramers 9a,b and 10a,b would each 
display a single 6Li resonance. The coalescence temperature in toluene 
(approximately –20 oC for all four alkoxides) is higher than that in neat THF 
(Tcoalesc ≈ –35 oC), suggesting that THF assists the exchange. We attribute these 
behaviors to a degenerate rearrangement of the chelates about the cubic tetramer 
frameworks of 7a,b and 8a,b (eq 3).   
 
     
 
Despite the THF dependence on the rate of chelate exchange, we conclude 
that THF is coordinated only transiently based on a simple and powerful 
diagnostic probe as follows.12 Pyridine strongly coordinates lithium nuclei and 
shifts 6Li resonances markedly (0.5 to >1.0 ppm) downfield even in neat THF 


















chemical shift in solutions of 1.2 M pyridine/toluene compared with that in 
THF/toluene or toluene solutions, demonstrating that the chelates occupy all 
available coordination sites. 
The assignment of 7a is consistent with a crystal structure by Arnett and 
coworkers.9 The assignment of 7b was corroborated by an X–ray crystal structure 
of 5a showing the S4-symmetric cubic tetramer core (Figure 1; supporting 
information). 
 










Figure 1.1. ORTEP of 5a as fully chelated tetramer bearing an S4-symmetric cubic 
core.  
 
 Heteroaggregation and MCV. Assignment of 2a,b and 3a,b as tetramers 
7a,b and 8a,b relied critically on MCV.8,12,13 In this experiment, the high 
symmetries of the lithium alkoxides are disrupted by forming ensembles of 
homo- and heteroaggregates (eq 4).21,22 The number and symmetries of the 
heteroaggregates and the dependence of the distribution on the mole fraction (XA 
or XB) attest to the structures of the homoaggregates, An and Bn. In most previous 
applications of MCV, cubic tetramers appear as a series of five homo- and 
 7	  
heteroaggregates with the characteristic resonance counts illustrated in Chart 
1.8,12  
 
  An + Bn  An + An-1B1 + An-2B2 + ...Bn    (4) 
 
    
 
 Characterization of the alkoxides as tetramers using MCV is illustrated 
with 2a and 2b emblematically. Mixtures of 2a and 2b in a 1:1 ratio in toluene or 
THF give intractable NMR spectra at low temperature. The complexity inherent 
to ensembles is exacerbated by the stereochemistry of chelation (discussed in 
detail below). On warming, however, the resonances coalesce to afford a sharp 5-
peak ensemble at +60 oC consistent with a tetramer ensemble—A4, A3B1, A2B2, 
A1B3, and B4—with each stoichiometry appearing as a single resonance (Figure 
2). The apparent intraaggregate Li–Li exchange8,12,15,20a is well precedented and has 
been useful in characterizing O-lithiated species, but it is usually significantly 
more facile. The exchange shows minor acceleration by THF relative to toluene. 
The aggregates were monitored in the high temperature limit with varying 
proportions of 2a and 2b and fixed total alkoxide concentration. The relative 
integrations of the five distinct aggregates are plotted versus measured mole 
fractions23 (XA or XB) of the two components in Figure 3. The curves result from a 
parametric fit as described previously.8,12 the number of aggregates and quality of 




the fit confirm the tetramer assignment. In conjunction with the symmetry of the 
homoaggregates at low temperature and solvent-independent chemical shift, 
MCV completes the assignment of alkoxides 2a and 2b as solvent-free tetramers 
8a and 8b. 
 
	   	  	  
Figure 1.2. 6Li NMR spectrum of a 1:1 mixture of lithium ephedrates 2a and 2b in 
toluene recorded at +60 oC. The labels indicate the relative AmBn stoichiometries. 










   
Figure 1.3. Job plot showing the relative integrations of tetrameric homo- and 
heteroaggregates versus measured mole fractions23 of 2a (XA) for 0.10 M mixtures 
of lithium ephedrates [6Li]2a (A) and [6Li]2b (B) in toluene at +60 oC. 
 
  Studies of norcarane-derived alkoxides 3a and 3b afforded results fully 
analogous to those of 2a and 2b in every respect, supporting unsolvated cubic 
tetramers 8a and 8b. Relatively minor quantitative differences include slightly 
faster chelate exchanges and slightly slower intraaggregate Li–Li site exchanges.  
 The stereochemical preference for S4 rather than D2d cubic cores was 
examined using density functional theory computations at the B3LYP level of 
theory with the 6–31G(d) Pople basis set.24 Free energies were calculated from an 
MP2-derived single-point energy [6–31G(d) basis set] and a B3LYP-derived 
thermal correction [6–31G(d)] at 195 K and 1 atm. The 21 kcal/mol preference for 
the S4 form in 7b (eq 5) is fully consistent with the experimental data. Although 
we often use computations only qualitatively, this difference is very large for 
isodesmic25 stereoisomers. Computations of a sterically less congested variant in 


























which the phenyl and methyl moieties along the backbone of ephedrate 2a were 
omitted show a reduced but still sizeable 7 kcal/mol preference for the S4 core 
(eq 6).  
 
    
 










 Lithium alkoxide–LiHMDS mixed aggregates. During the studies 
described above, we detected lithium alkoxide–LiHMDS mixed aggregates that 
formed quantitatively with 1.0 equiv of excess LiHMDS.22 For example, lithium 
ephedrate 2a with 1.0 equiv excess [6Li,15N]LiHMDS displays two 6Li doublets in 
a 1:1 ratio (JLi–N = 1.0 Hz) and a single resonance appearing as a quintet in the 15N 
NMR spectrum (Figure 4). The data are consistent with the basic mixed dimer 
subunits 11a,b or the corresponding ladder 12a. Once again, the 
















































































    
Figure 1.4. 6Li NMR spectrum recorded on a 1:1 mixture of [6Li,15N]LiHMDS 
(0.10 M) and lithium amino alkoxides 2a (0.10 M total concentration) in toluene 
cosolvent at –30 oC.  
 







 Mixtures of lithium ephedrates 2a and 2b in toluene at varying 
proportions but constant lithium alkoxide titer in the presence of 1.0 equiv of 
LiHMDS afford 6Li spectra showing the two original resonance pairs along with 
additional resonances consistent with mixed ladder 12c. The downfield ensemble 
is not well resolved, yet the upfield resonances clearly show 12a and 12b along 
with two resonances (1:1) attributed to mixed ladder 12c. We suspect that the 
well-resolved upfield resonances correspond to those bearing the dialkylamino 
chelates. Maintaining the total concentration of excess LiHMDS at 0.10 M and the 







































two alkoxides afforded a mole fraction-dependent distribution consistent with 
ladders 12a, 12b, and 12c. The resulting Job plot is illustrated in Figure 6. The 
resonance counts and quality of the fit confirm the 1:1 association of two mixed 
dimeric subunits and the overall ladder motif.  
 
     
 
Figure 1.5. 6Li NMR spectra recorded on mixtures of [6Li]LiHMDS (0.10 M) and 
lithium amino alkoxides 2a and 2b (0.10 M total concentration) in toluene 
cosolvent at –30 oC: (a) 0.10 M [6Li]2b; (b) 0.080 M [6Li]2b and 0.020 M [6Li]2a; (c) 
0.050 M [6Li]2b and 0.050 M [6Li]2a; (d) 0.020 M [6Li]2b and 0.080 M [6Li]2a; and 



































Figure 1.6. Job plot showing the relative integrations of mixed ladders 12a (A2), 
12b (B2), and 12c (AB) versus measured mole fractions of 2b–LiHMDS (XB) in 




Synthetically important lithium amino alkoxides pose an interesting 
challenge for structural organolithium chemists. Arnett and coworkers have 
shown that crystalline 2a is cubic tetramer 9a, but their efforts to determine the 
solution structure were less conclusive. Messy 6Li NMR spectra cast doubt on the 
colligative measurements, which are notoriously sensitive to impurities.8 We 
previously studied amino alkoxides 2a and 3a using NMR spectroscopy and 
gleaned no useful information.6,7 The current paper describes how a combination 
of 6Li NMR spectroscopy and MCV allowed us to characterize 2a,b and 3a,b as 
stereochemically pure cubic tetramers 9a,b and 10a,b. Computational studies 
suggest that the S4-symmetric cubic core is inherently more stable than the D2d 
core, a preference that is amplified by the substituents along the chelate 


























backbone (eqs 4 and 5). During these studies, we made a number of observations 
and achieved some tactical developments in MCV that call for further 
elaboration.  
In the low temperature limit, all four homoaggregates display two distinct 
resonances that, with warming, coalesce into a single resonance owing to facile 
degenerate isomerizations of the chelates (eq 3). Although this observation 
proved critical to complete the structural assignments, it foreshadowed severe 
technical problems with the use of MCV. In typical applications of MCV to 
characterize tetramer ensembles (eq 4), we would observe three heteroaggregates 
of stoichiometries—3:1, 2:2, and 1:3—displaying resonance counts and 
integrations reflecting the symmetries (Chart 1).12 The amino alkoxides, by 
contrast, show a markedly increased resonance count arising from 
stereochemical complexity (Chart 2). The homoaggregates each show two rather 
than the usual one resonance. The 3:1 and 1:3 heterotetramers exist as two 
distinct diastereomers each displaying eight resonances total. There are 
potentially four diastereomeric 2:2 heterotetramers—two C2-symmetric 
diastereomers displaying two resonances each and two C1-symmetric 
diastereomers containing four discrete lithium resonances each. Thus, the 
tetramer ensemble in the slow exchange limit would include 32 resonances in 
total. It is not shocking, therefore, that ensembles generated from 2a/2b or 3a/3b 
























 Two general classes of intraaggregate exchanges would, in principle, 
simplify the spectra. Chelate–chelate exchange (eq 3) without further deepseated 
adjustments within the cubic core would reduce the complexity of Chart 2 to the 
simpler distribution depicted in Chart 1 and lower the 6Li resonance count from 
32 to eight. Intraaggregate exchange of all 6Li nuclei12,15 within each aggregate 
would further symmetrization, causing the five-aggregate ensemble to appear as 
five discrete 6Li singlets. In practice, warming the samples appeared to elicit 
rapid chelate exchange, but we could not readily observe all eight resonances at a 
single temperature owing to differential exchange rates of the different 
aggregates. Warming of the samples to 60–70 oC, however, elicited the hoped-for 



































































































limit of rapid intraaggregate exchange before,12,20a but the temperatures required 
for vicinal amino alkoxides are remarkably high.  
 We previously noted the maxim "like aggregates with like."12 Ensembles 
generated from lithium alkoxides and related O-lithiated species of differing 
aggregation states resist heteroaggregation, affording no heteroaggregates 
whatsoever or an ensemble of homo- and heteroaggregates that deviates 
significantly from statistical.12 The most compelling assignments stem from 
structurally related ROLi/R'OLi pairs. At the outset, however, we thought that 
pairing structurally very different alkoxides would be required to obtain 
sufficient resolution in the 6Li NMR spectra. Nonetheless, the 2a/2b and 3a/3b 
pairs differing marginally at the dialkylamino appendages provide convincing 
results.26 More heterogeneous pairing of lithium ephedrate and norcarane-
derived lithium alkoxides—2/3 pairs—also appeared to provide tetramer 
ensembles, but rapid intraaggregate demanded very high (>80 oC) temperatures.  
 Mounting evidence suggests that cubic tetramers of enolates and related 
O-lithiated species are far more robust (less dynamic) than we ever suspected.27,28 
Effects of aging (warming–cooling cycles) and catalytically active lithium salts on 
aggregate equilibrations may profoundly influence stereo- and regiochemical 
outcomes. Both chelate–chelate and Li–Li site exchanges are observed at lower 
temperatures in THF than in toluene, indicating a role of THF.  
 During the studies of homoaggregates we detected lithium alkoxide–
LiHMDS mixed aggregates in toluene. (LiHMDS does not form mixed aggregates 
in THF.29) The connectivities obtained from 6Li–15N double-labeling studies do 
not distinguish cyclic dimer 11 from ladder 12, a distinction that has eluded us 
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previously.17 We used MCV to reveal that mixtures of LiHMDS and alkoxides 
afford mixed ladders (12a–c). The chirality of these mixed aggregates may also 




 We have shown that cubic tetramers are a dominant form of several 
lithium amino alkoxides. This study and others28 suggest that such tetramers 
composed of O-lithiated species are very robust. It is not difficult to imagine, 
therefore, that practitioners using lithium enolates to achieve stereocontrolled 
carbon–carbon bond formation have been thwarted by undetected aging and salt 
effects.  
 The importance of lithium amino alkoxides as auxiliaries in organolithium 
chemistry has grown markedly in the absence of any structural insights 
whatsoever.3,4,5 Notably, structural studies of aggregates underlying the Merck 
chemistry (eq 1)6 have played a direct role in the development of the protocols 
subsequently used at DuPont (eq 2).5,7 In this context, we note a curious 
observation that may prove important. Inserting lithium salts into the cubic 
tetramers of 7a and 8a to form the mixed tetramers 5 and 6 central to Merck's and 
DuPont's enantioselective additions requires disruption of the chelate 
orientations of the S4 core structure of homoaggregates 7a and 8a. We wonder: 
would mixed aggregates that allow three of the four chelates in the S4 core to 
remain intact (eq 7) offer a more generalized control of stereochemistry? Studies 
are, of course, ongoing.  
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Experimental Section  
 Reagents and Solvents. Toluene, THF, and pyridine were distilled from 
blue solutions containing sodium benzophenone ketyl. The toluene contained 
approximately 1% tetraglyme to dissolve the ketyl. [6Li]LiHMDS and 
[6Li,15N]LiHMDS were prepared and recrystallized using modified literature 
protocols.19 Air- and moisture-sensitive materials were manipulated under argon 
using standard glove box, vacuum line, Schlenk, and syringe techniques. NMR 
samples were prepared using protocols described previously.12c 6Li NMR spectra 
were typically recorded on a 500 or 600 MHz spectrometer with the delay 
between scans set to >5 x T1 to ensure accurate integrations. Chemical shifts are 
reported relative to a 0.30 M 6LiCl/MeOH standard at -80 oC.  
 
 Acknowledgments. We thank the National Institutes of Health 
(GM077167) for support and Merck and Bristol–Myers Squibb (formerly DuPont) 
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a. NMR Spectroscopic Studies 
i. Experimental Methods 
NMR tubes were prepared under air-free conditions using Schlenk 
techniques and air-tight syringe. Stock solutions were prepared with same 
concentration in separate flame-dried vessels under argon using freshly distilled 
solvents and dry reagents. Syringe was used to transfer materials to flame-dried 
NMR tube under argon, and the tube was sealed under partial vacuum using a 
torch. Tubes were aged for at least 50 minutes at room temperature prior to 
spectral collection, and were stored at -90 oC. Spectra were collected after tuning 
and manual shimming at each temperature, each tube referenced to [6Li]LiCl at -
80oC as 0.00 ppm for 6Li NMR. 
 
ii. NMR Spectroscopic Data 
 
Figure A1.1. 6Li NMR spectra of [6Li]2a (0.10 M) in toluene showing coalescence 
with increasing temperature and evidence of structural asymmetry of the 
homoaggregate at low temperature. 
-80 oC
-25 oC
   0 oC
+25 oC
-50 oC
3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 ppm
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 Figure A1.2. 6Li NMR spectra of [6Li]2b (0.10 M) in toluene showing coalescence 
with increasing temperature and evidence of structural asymmetry of the 
homoaggregate at low temperature. 

















Figure A1.3. 6Li NMR spectra of [6Li]3a (0.10 M) in toluene showing coalescence 
with increasing temperature and evidence of structural asymmetry of the 
homoaggregate at low temperature. 
-80 oC
-10 oC
   0 oC
+25 oC
-25 oC










 Figure A1.4. 6Li NMR spectra of [6Li]3b (0.10 M) in toluene showing coalescence 
with increasing temperature and evidence of structural asymmetry of the 









   +25 oC
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Figure A1.5. 6Li NMR spectra of [6Li]2a (0.050 M) and [6Li]2b (0.050 M) with 0.020 
M excess [6Li]LiHMDS in toluene showing coalescence behavior with changing 
temperature. Asterisks (*) denote mixed aggregates of amino alkoxides and 
[6Li]LiHMDS that occur under conditions of excess base (see figures 12-15).  
 	  	  
-80 oC









2.0 1.5 1.0 0.5ppm
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  Figure A1.6. 6Li NMR spectra of [6Li]2a (0.050 M) and [6Li]2b (0.050 M) with 0.020 
M excess [6Li]LiHMDS in THF (6.0 M) with toluene cosolvent showing 
coalescence behavior with changing temperature. The coalescence temperature is 
















Figure A1.7. 6Li NMR spectra of [6Li]2a (0.050 M) and [6Li]2b (0.050 M) with 0.020 
M excess [6Li]LiHMDS in pyridine (1.20 M) with toluene cosolvent showing 
coalescence behavior with changing temperature. The coalescence temperature is 
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Figure A1.8. 6Li NMR spectra of 0.10 M solutions of amino alkoxides [6Li]2b (A) 























 Figure A1.9. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of amino alkoxides [6Li]3a (A) 























Figure A1.10. 6Li NMR spectrum of 12b formed by mixing [6Li,15N]LiHMDS (0.20 
M) and 2b (0.10 M) in d8-toluene at -80 oC. δ	  1.74	  (d,	  2JLi-­‐N	  =	  4.0	  Hz),	  δ	  0.65	  (d,	  2JLi-­‐N	  =	  4.0	  Hz). 
	  Figure A1.11. 15N NMR spectrum of 12b formed by mixing [6Li,15N]LiHMDS 
(0.20 M) and 2b (0.10 M) in d8-toluene at -80 oC.  The apparent pentet at " 45.6 














	  Figure A1.12. 6Li NMR spectra of a mixture of [6Li]12a and [6Li]12b  at 0.10 M 
total concentration with 0.20 M additional [6Li]LiHMDS in toluene at -30 oC with 























AII.b. Job Plots (Method of Continuous Variations) 
  
Figure A1.13. Job plot showing the relative integrals versus measured mole 
fractions of [6Li]2a (XB) for 0.10 M mixtures of amino alkoxides [6Li]2b (A) and 





Figure A1.14. Job plot showing the relative integrals versus measured mole 
fractions of [6Li]3b (XB) for 0.10 M mixtures of amino alkoxides [6Li]3a (A) and 
[6Li]3b (B) in toluene at +80 oC corresponding to NMR data in figure A1.9. 	  




















































	  Figure A1.15. Job plot showing the relative integrals versus measured mole 
fractions of [6Li]12b for 0.10 M mixtures of [6Li]12a and [6Li]12b with 0.20 M 













































AII.c. X-Ray Crystal Structure Characterization 
 
A solution of 0.30 M 2b in toluene was concentrated under vacuum at room 
temperature in a dry NMR tube until solids begun to form. The tube was sealed 
under partial vacuum, then subjected to gentle heating until all solids 
redissolved. The solution was left at room temperature for 72 hours until needle-
like crystals formed. The crystals were submitted for X-ray analysis to the 




















Table A1.1.  Crystal data and structure refinement for lithium enolate 2b. 
 
Identification code  2b 
Empirical formula  C52 H72 Li4 N4 O4 
Formula weight  844.90 
Temperature  223(2) K 
Wavelength  0.71073 Å 
Crystal system  Monoclinic 
Space group  P2(1) 
Unit cell dimensions a = 10.6188(7) Å a= 90°. 
 b = 21.8666(15) Å b= 95.593(2)°. 
 c = 21.4263(13) Å g = 90°. 
Volume 4951.4(6) Å3 
Z 4 
Density (calculated) 1.133 Mg/m3 
Absorption coefficient 0.070 mm-1 
F(000) 1824 
Crystal size 0.50 x 0.25 x 0.03 mm3 
Theta range for data collection 0.95 to 23.25°. 
Index ranges -11<=h<=11, -23<=k<=22, -23<=l<=23 
Reflections collected 60393 
Independent reflections 6463 [R(int) = 0.0485] 
Completeness to theta = 23.25° 88.3 %  
Absorption correction Semi-empirical from equivalents 
Max. and min. transmission 0.9983 and 0.9661 
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 
Data / restraints / parameters 6463 / 15 / 1222 
Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.051 
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0339, wR2 = 0.0738 
R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0491, wR2 = 0.0810 
Absolute structure parameter 0(10) 







Table A1.2.  Atomic coordinates ( x 104) and equivalent isotropic displacement 
parameters (Å2x 103) for 2b.  U(eq) is defined as one third of  the trace of the 
orthogonalized Uij tensor. 
______________________________________________________________________________  
 x y z U(eq) 
______________________________________________________________________________  
Li(1) 5290(5) 9001(3) 5021(2) 41(1) 
Li(2) 6724(5) 9942(3) 5067(2) 40(1) 
Li(3) 5821(4) 9541(3) 6051(2) 38(1) 
Li(4) 7494(5) 8932(3) 5583(2) 42(1) 
O(1) 5867(2) 8668(1) 5883(1) 38(1) 
O(2) 6915(2) 9121(1) 4739(1) 40(1) 
O(3) 4914(2) 9820(1) 5256(1) 38(1) 
O(4) 7486(2) 9775(1) 5895(1) 38(1) 
N(1) 4092(2) 8258(1) 4793(1) 41(1) 
N(2) 7406(2) 10232(1) 4173(1) 42(1) 
N(3) 4728(2) 10107(1) 6548(1) 40(1) 
N(4) 9319(2) 8874(2) 6158(2) 59(1) 
C(1) 4567(3) 7872(2) 5334(2) 42(1) 
C(2) 5751(3) 7519(2) 5207(2) 56(1) 
C(3) 4831(3) 8288(2) 5929(1) 37(1) 
C(4) 4880(3) 7893(2) 6509(2) 43(1) 
C(5) 5962(4) 7605(2) 6761(2) 62(1) 
C(6) 5950(5) 7201(2) 7256(2) 82(1) 
C(7) 4820(6) 7092(2) 7517(2) 81(2) 
C(8) 3762(5) 7385(2) 7292(2) 69(1) 
C(9) 3777(4) 7776(2) 6787(2) 54(1) 
C(10) 4045(3) 7953(2) 4177(2) 54(1) 
C(11) 3220(4) 8367(2) 3752(2) 70(1) 
C(12) 2223(4) 8581(2) 4161(2) 71(1) 
C(13) 2765(3) 8445(2) 4828(2) 52(1) 
C(14) 7837(3) 9652(2) 3905(2) 46(1) 
C(15) 9229(3) 9513(2) 4100(2) 69(1) 
C(16) 6971(3) 9129(2) 4096(2) 38(1) 
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C(17) 7363(3) 8511(2) 3851(2) 44(1) 
C(18) 8114(4) 8110(2) 4217(2) 61(1) 
C(19) 8415(4) 7540(2) 3998(2) 76(1) 
C(20) 7964(5) 7346(2) 3414(2) 77(1) 
C(21) 7228(4) 7742(2) 3036(2) 71(1) 
C(22) 6938(3) 8314(2) 3252(2) 57(1) 
C(23) 6291(3) 10484(2) 3804(2) 56(1) 
C(24) 6143(4) 11123(2) 4054(2) 69(1) 
C(25) 7490(4) 11312(2) 4277(2) 72(1) 
C(26) 8299(3) 10748(2) 4181(2) 60(1) 
C(27) 4161(3) 10503(2) 6032(2) 38(1) 
C(28) 5049(3) 11016(2) 5893(2) 48(1) 
C(29) 3834(3) 10102(2) 5443(2) 38(1) 
C(30) 3086(3) 10453(2) 4907(2) 41(1) 
C(31) 3183(3) 10275(2) 4299(2) 59(1) 
C(32) 2512(4) 10566(3) 3798(2) 79(1) 
C(33) 1732(4) 11052(2) 3897(3) 78(1) 
C(34) 1611(4) 11228(2) 4490(2) 71(1) 
C(35) 2276(3) 10935(2) 4996(2) 60(1) 
C(36) 5317(3) 10447(2) 7097(2) 53(1) 
C(37) 5523(4) 9963(2) 7605(2) 69(1) 
C(38) 4523(4) 9480(2) 7429(2) 71(1) 
C(39) 3801(3) 9715(2) 6829(2) 54(1) 
C(40) 9626(3) 9519(2) 6307(2) 53(1) 
C(41) 10271(3) 9833(2) 5791(2) 68(1) 
C(42) 8368(3) 9857(2) 6408(1) 43(1) 
C(43) 8631(3) 10519(2) 6576(2) 49(1) 
C(44) 8459(3) 10979(2) 6138(2) 56(1) 
C(45) 8685(4) 11590(2) 6298(3) 81(1) 
C(46) 9089(5) 11737(3) 6910(4) 106(2) 
C(47) 9285(6) 11289(4) 7350(3) 119(2) 
C(48) 9051(4) 10684(3) 7184(2) 85(2) 
C(49) 8910(20) 8604(8) 6803(10) 64(5) 
C(50) 9501(10) 7955(6) 6779(10) 112(6) 
C(51) 9932(11) 7863(5) 6177(7) 82(4) 
C(52) 10345(10) 8507(5) 6053(7) 77(3) 
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C(49A) 9080(30) 8439(12) 6609(12) 62(5) 
C(50A) 9091(16) 7795(5) 6344(8) 75(5) 
C(51A) 10131(9) 7864(4) 5859(7) 57(3) 
C(52A) 10392(8) 8539(4) 5802(6) 43(3) 
Li(1') 2559(5) 9533(3) 909(3) 43(1) 
Li(2') 572(5) 8924(3) 846(2) 42(1) 
Li(3') 1766(5) 9062(3) -135(3) 44(1) 
Li(4') 587(4) 9943(3) 272(2) 40(1) 
O(1') 2274(2) 9895(1) 54(1) 41(1) 
O(2') 913(2) 9778(1) 1155(1) 42(1) 
O(3') 2252(2) 8702(1) 689(1) 41(1) 
O(4') -64(2) 9132(1) 3(1) 39(1) 
N(1') 4325(2) 10038(1) 1016(1) 48(1) 
N(2') -344(2) 8717(1) 1659(1) 44(1) 
N(3') 2606(2) 8261(1) -513(1) 45(1) 
N(4') -877(3) 10345(1) -293(1) 49(1) 
C(1') 4407(3) 10246(2) 357(2) 45(1) 
C(2') 4981(3) 9775(2) -47(2) 56(1) 
C(3') 3056(3) 10406(2) 63(2) 38(1) 
C(4') 3119(3) 10709(2) -566(2) 43(1) 
C(5') 2709(3) 10418(2) -1119(2) 53(1) 
C(6') 2744(4) 10703(2) -1695(2) 66(1) 
C(7') 3228(4) 11279(3) -1723(2) 77(1) 
C(8') 3665(4) 11573(2) -1184(3) 78(1) 
C(9') 3603(3) 11300(2) -609(2) 61(1) 
C(10') 4194(4) 10562(2) 1442(2) 61(1) 
C(11') 4433(5) 10294(2) 2091(2) 79(1) 
C(12') 5247(4) 9734(2) 2008(2) 72(1) 
C(13') 5451(3) 9724(2) 1311(2) 62(1) 
C(14') -24(3) 9288(2) 2011(2) 45(1) 
C(15') 1258(3) 9259(2) 2390(2) 61(1) 
C(16') -72(3) 9819(2) 1535(1) 39(1) 
C(17') -177(3) 10436(2) 1843(2) 43(1) 
C(18') 686(4) 10895(2) 1783(2) 63(1) 
C(19') 521(4) 11474(2) 2034(2) 81(1) 
C(20') -506(5) 11584(2) 2358(2) 77(1) 
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C(21') -1390(5) 11135(3) 2409(2) 82(1) 
C(22') -1219(4) 10571(2) 2165(2) 69(1) 
C(23') -61(3) 8145(2) 2014(2) 58(1) 
C(24') -780(4) 7665(2) 1617(2) 72(1) 
C(25') -1993(4) 7992(2) 1353(2) 68(1) 
C(26') -1718(3) 8665(2) 1465(2) 58(1) 
C(27') 3222(3) 7957(2) 51(2) 45(1) 
C(28') 4593(3) 8152(2) 215(2) 59(1) 
C(29') 2425(3) 8081(2) 607(2) 41(1) 
C(30') 2970(3) 7753(2) 1198(2) 42(1) 
C(31') 3571(3) 8072(2) 1694(2) 55(1) 
C(32') 4057(4) 7776(2) 2233(2) 67(1) 
C(33') 3942(4) 7156(3) 2290(2) 73(1) 
C(34') 3353(4) 6829(2) 1803(2) 79(1) 
C(35') 2874(4) 7131(2) 1263(2) 63(1) 
C(36') 1496(4) 7910(2) -793(2) 64(1) 
C(37') 1209(4) 8154(2) -1449(2) 73(1) 
C(38') 2385(4) 8506(2) -1588(2) 73(1) 
C(39') 3359(4) 8327(2) -1051(2) 66(1) 
C(40') -1311(3) 9817(2) -694(2) 45(1) 
C(41') -494(4) 9718(2) -1229(2) 65(1) 
C(42') -1291(3) 9247(2) -268(2) 39(1) 
C(45') -2162(4) 7586(2) -587(2) 66(1) 
C(46') -3027(4) 7611(2) -1106(2) 67(1) 
C(47') -3364(3) 8170(2) -1357(2) 67(1) 
C(48') -2814(3) 8702(2) -1099(2) 55(1) 
C(43') -1903(3) 8685(2) -590(2) 42(1) 
C(44') -1603(3) 8113(2) -340(2) 52(1) 
C(49') -493(4) 10896(2) -628(2) 65(1) 
C(50') -373(4) 11368(2) -108(2) 79(1) 
C(51') -1434(4) 11211(2) 299(2) 75(1) 





AI.d. DFT Computations 
Geometries are optimized at the B3LYP level of theory using the 6-31G(d) 
basis set. Numbers above equilibrium arrows are ΔGMP2. Energies are defined 
as follows: G is the sum of electronic and thermal free energies calculated at 
the B3LYP level of theory (T = 195 K). GMP2 is derived from an MP2 SP 
calculation corresponding to the DFT-optimized geometry and includes a 
thermal correction from the DFT calculation. [i.e. GMP2 = (EHF + E2 + thermal 
correction)]   
 
 
	    	   
 
Figure A1.17. 
Comparison of the relative free energies (∆GMP2, kcal/mol) at -78 oC of a) 
observed S4 core pyrrolidinyl ephedrate 7b and unobserved D2d core structure 




ΔG = +21 kcal/mol








































































Table A1.3. Optimized geometries, coordinates and energies for observed S4 
core tetramer 7b.    	  
 
Atom         X                Y                 Z                  
 
Li       0.841170      1.046029     -0.412403 
Li      -1.042599      0.383821      1.210918 
O        0.929614      0.289166      1.353827 
Li       0.622382     -1.387823      0.422334 
O       -1.343876     -1.360187      0.436360 
Li      -1.094105     -0.371657     -1.191787 
O        0.822351     -0.624707     -1.403988 
C        1.684324     -0.546783     -2.489739 
C        1.929813      0.955207     -2.919584 
O       -1.069629      1.465685     -0.454728 
C       -1.685766      2.168851     -1.481899 
C       -3.010679      1.471939     -1.949113 
H       -3.479142      2.100043     -2.728892 
C       -1.822427     -2.642969      0.209838 
C       -1.046788     -3.709863      1.059538 
H       -1.411345     -4.709608      0.753505 
C        1.293822      1.099762      2.419989 
C        0.445694      0.774651      3.700964 
H        0.760621      1.462330      4.507512 
C       -1.976509      0.412011      4.294408 
C       -1.314060      2.484808      3.525270 
C       -3.293680      1.148174      3.991738 
Atom         X                Y                 Z                  
 
H        4.343868      1.335696     -1.925817 
H        3.682964      1.346559     -0.294504 
C        2.700831      4.070609     -1.033620 
H        0.799794      3.410965     -1.923421 
H        2.143886      3.589491     -3.066918 
H        4.669047      3.506021     -0.196860 
H        4.624451      3.691718     -1.955584 
H        2.255273      3.988006     -0.034198 
H        2.764463      5.133185     -1.288399 
N        2.253704      1.860422     -1.783194 
C        1.276449     -4.399412      1.638646 
C        0.698731     -4.136621     -0.640083 
C        2.586815     -4.514287      0.865852 
H        0.860804     -5.405894      1.832609 
H        1.386769     -3.891030      2.600330 
C        2.116411     -4.756973     -0.581424 
H        0.633271     -3.317998     -1.361762 
H       -0.043877     -4.898734     -0.927458 
H        3.144235     -3.574029      0.930531 
H        3.229955     -5.312748      1.250015 
H        2.793327     -4.312287     -1.314122 
H        2.064380     -5.831309     -0.790216 
	   	  
G =  -2574.184593 
Hartree 
GMP2 =  -2565.598563 

















H       -1.694076      0.564674      5.351874 
H       -2.037460     -0.663456      4.114161 
C       -2.848384      2.545950      3.480021 
H       -0.828729      3.071338      2.742859 
H       -0.944693      2.862794      4.497092 
H       -3.864267      0.619919      3.221324 
H       -3.928547      1.205159      4.881242 
H       -3.202002      2.719931      2.459533 
H       -3.229974      3.363160      4.099849 
N       -0.989237      1.046949      3.392300 
C        3.658419      1.863868     -1.257177 
C        1.877907      3.274944     -2.043486 
C        4.052323      3.344370     -1.086183 
N       -2.669667      0.153320     -2.555338 
H        0.933086      1.291685     -3.234128 
H        1.072849      2.161305      2.185020 
H       -1.646907     -2.936634     -0.846730 
H       -1.035405      2.178203     -2.380628 
H        1.214545     -0.981580     -3.396834 
C       -1.945357      3.652278     -1.185587 
C       -2.302414      4.536408     -2.215807 
C       -1.814056      4.165375      0.106545 
C       -2.539207      5.886145     -1.955631 
H       -2.387567      4.167419     -3.236551 
C       -2.049122      5.516552      0.374971 
H       -1.514437      3.482834      0.891533 
C       -2.416718      6.382608     -0.655035 
H       -2.813974      6.552963     -2.769461 
H       -1.941447      5.892849      1.389844 
H       -2.598449      7.434622     -0.450765 
C       -3.999202      1.335459     -0.789151 
H       -4.127956      2.310492     -0.309056 
H       -4.983394      0.999445     -1.128456 
H       -3.633196      0.627510     -0.042075 
C       -1.329263     -3.554177      2.554199 
N        0.400563     -3.622943      0.733581 
C       -3.822509     -0.755752     -2.752937 
C       -2.103509      0.264593     -3.918496 
C       -3.286339     -1.855090     -3.685314 
H       -4.654940     -0.215950     -3.240530 
H       -4.180397     -1.144234     -1.798962 
C       -2.125229     -1.173775     -4.460805 
H       -1.100371      0.696168     -3.898956 
H       -2.739026      0.923347     -4.539622 
H       -2.919572     -2.705793     -3.102573 
H       -5.905160     -4.867521     -0.483983 
H       -7.168878     -3.297929      0.979029 
C        2.789967      1.073821      2.754596 
C        3.405323      2.203265      3.311608 
C        3.576101     -0.064001      2.533005 
C        4.761658      2.198733      3.643186 
H        2.813979      3.101728      3.481812 
C        4.932898     -0.075901      2.863647 
H        3.111457     -0.942219      2.095828 
C        5.532122      1.056052      3.419933 
H        5.217292      3.089092      4.069796 
H        5.524013     -0.971845      2.687852 
H        6.589136      1.049211      3.672978 
C        0.700844     -0.653111      4.183241 
H        0.105680     -0.908109      5.064534 
H        0.489139     -1.374818      3.392024 
H        1.753847     -0.755872      4.459449 
H       -4.072434     -2.231083     -4.347237 
H       -1.173554     -1.675497     -4.256660 
H       -2.273786     -1.187006     -5.545031 
C        2.855066      1.091562     -4.141241 
H        2.467772      0.491510     -4.972814 
H        2.909950      2.129671     -4.486871 
H        3.872275      0.744461     -3.938769 
C        2.982076     -1.343760     -2.299105 
 41	  
H       -1.033045     -2.565727      2.909707 
H       -2.401632     -3.669641      2.732983 
H       -0.814668     -4.310599      3.153402 
C       -3.332106     -2.808157      0.421603 
C       -4.056931     -1.932944      1.237574 
C       -4.021400     -3.863900     -0.192607 
C       -5.427890     -2.106425      1.440124 
H       -3.528938     -1.110404      1.708666 
C       -5.391207     -4.044029      0.005991 
H       -3.478936     -4.551060     -0.839966 
C       -6.101243     -3.163708      0.825516 
H       -5.972177     -1.412802      2.076928 
 
C        3.655818     -1.373397     -1.071182 
C        3.531708     -2.070252     -3.365266 
C        4.856412     -2.070272     -0.923611 
H        3.236339     -0.835937     -0.227291 
C        4.726893     -2.779249     -3.222609 
H        3.013488     -2.084122     -4.322191 
C        5.399689     -2.776202     -1.999611 
H        5.368810     -2.060043      0.035577 
H        5.129043     -3.336083     -4.065611 






















Table A1.4. Optimized geometries, coordinates and energies at the B3LYP level 
of theory with 6-31G(d) basis set for unobserved D2d core tetramer 9b.   	  
 
Atom         X                Y                 Z                  
 
Li       0.653718      0.707339     -1.117836 
Li      -0.653704      0.706364      1.118512 
O        1.265338      0.889929      0.690588 
Li       1.136432     -1.099835      0.565175 
O       -0.673091     -1.222092      1.290804 
Li      -1.136607     -1.099181     -0.566151 
O        0.672929     -1.220935     -1.291924 
C        1.016268     -1.698751     -2.549296 
C        0.936914     -0.561268     -3.638907 
O       -1.265295      0.890715     -0.689734 
C       -2.225425      1.128548     -1.654076 
C       -3.469469      0.179847     -1.499737 
H       -4.181527      0.420890     -2.305623 
C        2.225548      1.126792      1.655091 
C        3.469428      0.178012      1.499898 
H        4.181578      0.418289      2.305931 
C       -1.016424     -1.701049      2.547742 
C       -0.936968     -0.564576      3.638392 
H        0.145801     -0.412000      3.720942 
C       -2.843330      1.112236      3.332416 
C       -0.745604      1.887776      3.933063 
C       -2.912186      2.635820      3.108648 
H       -3.218331      0.862809      4.339288 
Atom         X                Y                 Z                  
 
C        1.491132      3.150891     -3.468372 
H       -0.322499      1.916048     -3.702389 
H        0.855514      1.767930     -5.022967 
H        3.151163      2.865308     -2.063061 
H        3.692583      3.092216     -3.725125 
H        0.998665      3.585026     -2.592267 
H        1.503107      3.919055     -4.247620 
N        1.408836      0.786243     -3.197718 
C        3.889570     -2.296403      1.150981 
C        2.874857     -1.611299      3.093064 
C        4.992695     -2.479328      2.214869 
H        4.253636     -2.074140      0.149765 
H        3.294626     -3.214975      1.074045 
C        4.274150     -2.122341      3.542284 
H        2.133946     -2.415246      3.179218 
H        2.515239     -0.769635      3.688106 
H        5.399987     -3.495437      2.210122 
H        5.827329     -1.794390      2.027323 
H        4.177352     -2.985684      4.208543 
H        4.821078     -1.351957      4.095543 
N        2.983552     -1.236585      1.659469 
C       -3.889958     -2.294794     -1.152816 
C       -2.875134     -1.608258     -3.094339 
	   	  
G =  -2574.158243 
Hartree 




















H       -3.437244      0.562336      2.603589 
C       -1.491072      3.147746      3.471227 
H        0.322529      1.912637      3.704104 
H       -0.855459      1.763381      5.024576 
H       -3.151246      2.863518      2.065806 
H       -3.692497      3.088888      3.728132 
H       -0.998645      3.582608      2.595460 
H       -1.502958      3.915243      4.251134 
N       -1.408858      0.783352      3.198457 
C        2.843322      1.115219     -3.331330 
C        0.745638      1.891353     -3.931346 
C        2.912199      2.638590     -3.106140 
H        3.218350      0.866722     -4.338421 
H        3.437204      0.564638     -2.602994 
H       -1.822311      0.891669     -2.660942 
H        0.231688     -2.396283     -2.915365 
C        4.174803      0.401785      0.165173 
H        3.559178      0.033938     -0.658267 
H        4.344663      1.472476      0.018798 
H        5.148017     -0.097208      0.122730 
C        2.665664      2.596005      1.747309 
C        3.479550      3.046234      2.798343 
C        2.231418      3.531304      0.801501 
C        3.866291      4.383705      2.887974 
H        3.808887      2.345446      3.563610 
C        2.614719      4.872827      0.887042 
H        1.575727      3.188946      0.007708 
C        3.437626      5.303983      1.928043 
H        4.497773      4.709432      3.711226 
H        2.263743      5.582394      0.141247 
H        3.735396      6.347085      1.997760 
C        2.261218     -2.605922     -2.480729 
C        2.042769     -3.904569     -1.986660 
C        3.575922     -2.266122     -2.823948 
C        3.082319     -4.819202     -1.831585 
C       -4.993082     -2.476756     -2.216877 
H       -4.254028     -2.073269     -0.151438 
H       -3.295130     -3.213499     -1.076577 
C       -4.274496     -2.118722     -3.543989 
H       -2.134346     -2.412251     -3.181133 
H       -2.515373     -0.766166     -3.688690 
H       -5.400442     -3.492842     -2.212976 
H       -5.827675     -1.791921     -2.028778 
H       -4.177823     -2.981499     -4.211001 
H       -4.821321     -1.347781     -4.096573 
N       -2.983799     -1.234691     -1.660443 
H       -0.145845     -0.408573     -3.721370 
H       -0.231871     -2.398964      2.913144 
H        1.822433      0.889143      2.661775 
H        2.489576     -1.207627     -5.075082 
C       -1.414350     -1.025652      5.026990 
H       -0.914861     -1.966866      5.284160 
H       -1.159807     -0.298354      5.805832 
H       -2.489583     -1.212189      5.074057 
C       -2.261422     -2.608093      2.478370 
C       -2.043059     -3.906268      1.983023 
C       -3.576090     -2.268572      2.822003 
C       -3.082658     -4.820706      1.827126 
H       -1.028953     -4.197997      1.716552 
C       -4.626691     -3.182066      2.674825 
H       -3.802037     -1.289703      3.224527 
C       -4.387707     -4.460723      2.174858 
H       -2.874189     -5.817994      1.446757 
H       -5.633957     -2.888379      2.961214 
H       -5.203055     -5.171330      2.066595 
C       -2.665282      2.597914     -1.745081 
C       -3.479063      3.049159     -2.795760 
C       -2.230891      3.532351     -0.798486 
C       -3.865569      4.386772     -2.884290 
H       -3.808504      2.349065     -3.561616 
 44	  
H        1.028633     -4.196516     -1.720542 
C        4.626476     -3.179803     -2.677592 
H        3.801936     -1.286871     -3.225503 
C        4.387405     -4.458936     -2.178884 
H        2.873784     -5.816850     -1.452199 
H        5.633772     -2.885880     -2.963632 
H        5.202717     -5.169682     -2.071262 
C        1.414347     -1.021095     -5.027901 
H        0.914837     -1.962055     -5.285954 






C       -2.613957      4.874012     -0.882922 
H       -1.575275      3.189221     -0.004965 
C       -3.436764      5.306177     -1.923585 
H       -4.496973      4.713293     -3.707286 
H       -2.262875      5.582898     -0.136530 
H       -3.734350      6.349389     -1.992441 
C       -4.174901      0.402674     -0.164885 
H       -3.559330      0.034223      0.658323 
H       -4.344723      1.473268     -0.017753 



























Table A1.5.  Optimized geometries, coordinates and energies at the B3LYP 
level of theory with 6-31G(d) basis set for unsubstituted S4 core tetramer 13a. 
   	  
 
Atom         X                Y                 Z                  
 
Li       0.066950     -0.694590      1.293791 
Li       1.432836     -0.166526     -0.772256 
O        1.281372      0.755823      1.007120 
Li      -0.214339      1.531845      0.127754 
O        0.063531      0.778220     -1.697593 
Li      -1.052418     -0.588095     -0.968048 
O       -1.564328      0.270218      0.655001 
C       -2.491837      0.247761      1.681692 
C       -2.334544     -0.985620      2.591790 
O        0.443666     -1.721815     -0.262460 
C        0.223159     -3.006745     -0.727755 
C       -0.500830     -3.016924     -2.087420 
H       -0.661833     -4.056528     -2.436622 
C       -0.142763      1.794912     -2.613768 
C        0.174295      3.184707     -2.028397 
H       -0.040592      3.976333     -2.774110 
C        2.564431      1.032589      1.445683 
C        3.558418      1.215632      0.282639 
H        4.580361      1.393275      0.673962 
C        4.339752      0.309180     -1.867386 
Atom         X                Y                 Z                  
 
H       -3.538680      0.230250      1.314494 
H        2.620757      1.960899      2.050245 
H        3.263212      2.102795     -0.292531 
H       -3.066399     -0.946539      3.423497 
H       -2.423976      1.154038      2.319981 
H        1.164017     -3.577028     -0.873196 
H        0.139858     -2.512077     -2.821140 
H        0.487390      1.689642     -3.520329 
H        1.246272      3.228057     -1.796359 
C       -0.573185     -0.105327      4.095505 
C       -0.732095     -2.406780      3.804027 
C        0.708754     -0.671317      4.738244 
H       -1.368553      0.020420      4.854180 
H       -0.414715      0.857901      3.604162 
C        0.622937     -2.207391      4.502322 
H       -0.739995     -3.236175      3.089039 
H       -1.527863     -2.594497      4.549589 
H        1.596377     -0.254573      4.253282 
H        0.764733     -0.414192      5.800525 
H        1.438475     -2.542530      3.853229 
	   	  
G =  -1493.16961 Hartree 













C        4.108093     -1.170569     -0.089987 
C        4.439046     -1.080322     -2.517856 
H        5.346772      0.689000     -1.610328 
H        3.851594      1.057306     -2.500741 
C        4.326467     -2.070350     -1.322378 
H        3.421549     -1.606134      0.640201 
H        5.068814     -0.964429      0.418369 
H        3.614613     -1.231573     -3.222398 
H        5.372073     -1.196899     -3.077740 
H        3.477087     -2.746346     -1.457789 
H        5.221666     -2.689122     -1.206519 
N        3.548751      0.076416     -0.647717 
H       -2.668896     -2.972916     -0.252718 
H       -2.938901     -4.017751     -1.665325 
H       -3.814412     -0.450820     -3.042188 
H       -4.466878     -1.853965     -3.887498 
H       -4.324838     -1.393436     -0.977196 
H       -5.002970     -2.822439     -1.758807 
N       -1.773974     -2.278966     -2.049896 
H       -2.550875     -1.885225      2.001127 
H        2.955578      0.231512      2.108119 
H       -1.188168      1.808143     -2.987364 
H       -0.372613     -3.610488     -0.011362 
 
H        0.686284     -2.783226      5.430696 
N       -0.965253     -1.130321      3.108749 
C       -0.104989      4.668304     -0.086533 
C       -2.002619      3.628281     -0.932489 
C       -1.176178      4.900447      0.992766 
H       -0.077735      5.520101     -0.792140 
H        0.904238      4.534931      0.316841 
C       -2.454375      4.226986      0.413339 
H       -2.488195      2.676405     -1.160972 
H       -2.210239      4.329857     -1.762397 
H       -0.882431      4.423248      1.933402 
H       -1.315458      5.966375      1.197561 
H       -2.811615      3.437494      1.081250 
H       -3.276243      4.936481      0.276017 
N       -0.547553      3.443280     -0.772886 
C       -2.341414     -2.021525     -3.384776 
C       -2.860062     -2.966336     -1.329110 
C       -3.776075     -1.543488     -3.097657 
H       -2.357883     -2.950693     -3.984976 
H       -1.730355     -1.286708     -3.918360 














Table A1.6. Optimized geometries, coordinates and energies with 6-31G(d) 




Atom         X                Y                 Z                  
 
Li       0.035758      1.250456      0.793171 
Li      -0.035613     -1.250942      0.792414 
O        1.432165     -0.029686      0.963734 
Li       1.253162     -0.032524     -1.038260 
O       -0.034228     -1.427976     -1.197798 
Li      -1.253199      0.032448     -1.038272 
O        0.034116      1.427818     -1.197255 
C        0.119148      2.774659     -1.496758 
C       -0.553848      3.652362     -0.422818 
O       -1.432115      0.028977      0.963729 
C       -2.771780      0.203178      1.246569 
H       -1.368733     -4.996014      0.847773 
H       -2.074100     -3.381832      0.610075 
C       -0.040530     -3.859316      3.255594 
H        1.797044     -3.442468      2.086188 
H        1.069633     -5.038409      1.785286 
H       -1.986889     -2.888517      2.959851 
H       -2.111393     -4.644154      3.088296 
H        0.182025     -2.935443      3.798828 
H        0.129132     -4.692546      3.944419 
N        0.026174     -3.392073      0.926451 
Atom         X                Y                 Z                  
 
C       -3.692535     -0.430867      0.183822 
H       -4.751687     -0.260469      0.450574 
C        2.771796     -0.204505      1.246377 
C        3.692682      0.430047      0.184082 
H        4.751803      0.259288      0.450715 
C       -0.120350     -2.774819     -1.497050 
C        0.552774     -3.652906     -0.423501 
H        1.622532     -3.410826     -0.402845 
C       -1.319977     -3.938934      1.171997 
C        0.845300     -3.976901      2.002201 
C       -1.493497     -3.829588      2.697843 
H       -0.367514      3.034027     -2.459425 
H        3.071370      0.244297      2.216524 
H        3.521958      1.512969      0.189220 
H       -0.458300      4.726718     -0.679039 
H        1.172585      3.110068     -1.606526 
H       -3.071193     -0.246467      2.216381 
H       -3.521619     -1.513762      0.188219 
H        5.782749      0.437847     -3.443784 
H        6.108245      0.922114     -1.781517 
H        5.677088     -1.848754     -2.744699 
	   	  
G =  -1493.158199 Hartree 













C        1.319910      3.938778      1.171333 
C       -0.844842      3.976923      2.002935 
C        1.494386      3.830210      2.697145 
H        1.368485      4.995694      0.846562 
H        2.073674      3.381387      0.609219 
C        0.041757      3.859583      3.255787 
H       -1.796565      3.442569      2.087642 
H       -1.069253      5.038393      1.785904 
H        1.988392      2.889515      2.959349 
H        2.112135      4.645261      3.086816 
H       -0.180248      2.935636      3.799126 
H       -0.127698      4.692752      3.944736 
N       -0.026393      3.391803      0.926834 
C        3.970672      0.795426     -2.245399 
C        3.945241     -1.380636     -1.473238 
C        5.437910      0.327349     -2.410822 
H        3.865727      1.855044     -1.996932 
H        3.412801      0.615879     -3.173917 
C        5.409478     -1.153009     -1.943150 
H        3.355506     -1.838192     -2.276829 
H        3.863121     -2.026494     -0.596115 
 
H        6.117790     -1.319814     -1.125364 
N        3.371889     -0.044953     -1.186063 
C       -3.970864     -0.794532     -2.245868 
C       -3.945060      1.381001     -1.472226 
C       -5.438040     -0.326108     -2.410897 
H       -3.866088     -1.854328     -1.998089 
H       -3.413024     -0.614486     -3.174309 
C       -5.409390      1.153890     -1.942079 
H       -3.355370      1.839003     -2.275598 
H       -3.862727      2.026265     -0.594685 
H       -5.782906     -0.435745     -3.443941 
H       -6.108460     -0.921260     -1.782048 
H       -5.677072      1.850286     -2.743038 
H       -6.117540      1.320118     -1.124036 
N       -3.371864      0.045051     -1.186026 
H       -1.623477      3.409764     -0.401562 
H        0.365420     -3.034589     -2.460049 
H        3.039106     -1.280478      1.335584 
H       -3.039420      1.278991      1.336637 
H        0.456554     -4.727208     -0.679685 















Table A1.7. Optimized geometries, coordinates and energies at the B3LYP 




Atom         X                Y                 Z  
 
Li      -1.208837    0.631033    0.399523 
Li      -0.477234   -1.211903   -1.177998 
Li       0.477426   -1.212021    1.177841 
Li       1.208822    0.631198   -0.399541 
O        0.466889    0.744722    1.408468 
C       -0.645963    2.765133    2.168884 
H       -0.095304    3.216703    1.336363 
C       -0.697006    3.835138    3.283791 
H       -1.414829    4.622782    3.026766 
H       -1.052842    3.399277    4.223503 
C        0.219407    1.512805    2.556190 
C        1.594567    1.999111    3.190462 
H        1.738814    1.491461    4.153323 
H        2.361072    1.594011    2.524432 
O        1.389525   -1.309773   -0.525929 
C        2.408139   -2.266373   -0.634688 
C        3.218729   -2.320757    0.705847 
C        3.394183   -1.851206   -1.811265 
H        3.546056   -1.283426    0.854888 
C        4.502215   -3.179810    0.592297 
Atom         X                Y                 Z                  
 
H        7.603116   -1.796532   -1.870020 
O       -1.389289   -1.310039    0.525708 
C       -2.407886   -2.266672    0.634369 
C       -3.218566   -2.320873   -0.706116 
C       -3.393838   -1.851673    1.811068 
H       -3.545913   -1.283525   -0.854999 
C       -4.502026   -3.179968   -0.592615 
H       -3.144919   -2.440542    2.704790 
H       -3.104873   -0.824826    2.047916 
C       -4.908557   -1.848342    1.586827 
H       -4.974824   -3.287985   -1.575414 
H       -4.255212   -4.196143   -0.267134 
C       -5.490916   -2.519620    0.356806 
C       -5.825167   -3.052126    1.738818 
C       -5.298874   -4.386212    2.233589 
C       -7.233718   -2.761617    2.238490 
H       -5.336932   -4.425437    3.330056 
H       -5.913190   -5.213922    1.854910 
H       -4.265319   -4.578506    1.941352 
H       -7.938159   -3.535710    1.905727 
	   	  
G =   -3041.437536 Hartree 









Me Me  R2 = morpholine
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H        3.145461   -2.440084   -2.705034 
H        3.105121   -0.824389   -2.048125 
C        4.908875   -1.847722   -1.586833 
H        4.974916   -3.288051    1.575116 
H        4.255471   -4.195914    0.266540 
C        5.491161   -2.519191   -0.356874 
C        5.825609   -3.051403   -1.738946 
C        5.299455   -4.385443   -2.233994 
C        7.234196   -2.760704   -2.238405 
H        5.337790   -4.424561   -3.330454 
H        5.913680   -5.213185   -1.855240 
H        4.265824   -4.577761   -1.942035 
H        7.938663   -3.534792   -1.905686 
H        7.267123   -2.732606   -3.335746 
C       -1.578639    4.260944   -4.647402 
C       -2.523401    5.409181   -4.970959 
H       -2.032636    6.159001   -5.605698 
H       -3.412009    5.050515   -5.506890 
H       -2.866308    5.917194   -4.062314 
C       -2.236267   -4.057477   -2.220273 
C       -2.971758   -1.956400   -3.105707 
C       -1.443791   -4.279540   -3.504515 
H       -3.219486   -4.534645   -2.355998 
H       -1.732380   -4.560812   -1.394441 
C       -2.182084   -2.264544   -4.375941 
H       -4.014819   -2.281887   -3.264456 
H       -2.979026   -0.873954   -2.938737 
H       -1.390268   -5.349056   -3.730412 
H       -0.416267   -3.894534   -3.395040 
H       -2.686610   -1.831691   -5.245373 
H       -1.172682   -1.830132   -4.308234 
N       -2.378046   -2.613622   -1.918504 
O       -2.078256   -3.659826   -4.612681 
C       -0.493063    0.623066    3.602377 
H       -1.348699    0.106849    3.160348 
H       -7.266515   -2.733702    3.335839 
H       -7.602763   -1.797415    1.870307 
O       -0.466944    0.744840   -1.408457 
C       -0.219434    1.513026   -2.556105 
C        0.645736    2.765443   -2.168585 
C       -1.594563    1.999179   -3.190582 
H        0.095024    3.216750   -1.335960 
C        0.696555    3.835658   -3.283303 
H       -1.738352    1.491916   -4.153714 
H       -2.361165    1.593573   -2.524964 
C       -1.860999    3.496588   -3.360688 
H        1.414266    4.623384   -3.026204 
H        1.052394    3.400010   -4.223114 
C       -0.684525    4.454721   -3.438600 
H        1.614193    3.488026    0.205789 
H        5.211698    1.923565   -2.577604 
H        4.322683    0.988075   -1.347792 
H        4.027685    3.882285    0.752068 
H        3.625906    2.149179    0.639285 
O        4.749281    2.963829   -0.901291 
N        1.979117    2.414281   -1.568587 
C        2.236306   -4.057569    2.219675 
C        2.971859   -1.956646    3.105476 
C        1.443900   -4.279851    3.503924 
H        3.219511   -4.534809    2.355241 
H        1.732335   -4.560721    1.393780 
C        2.182212   -2.265012    4.375673 
H        4.014920   -2.282156    3.264167 
H        2.979140   -0.874171    2.938692 
H        1.390383   -5.349407    3.729630 
H        0.416370   -3.894824    3.394574 
H        2.686757   -1.832301    5.245165 
H        1.172800   -1.830610    4.308073 
N        2.378141   -2.613662    1.918155 
O        2.078418   -3.660338    4.612169 
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H        0.204197   -0.147484    3.944887 
H       -0.828200    1.170426    4.492688 
C        0.493287    0.623454   -3.602249 
H        1.348992    0.107390   -3.160178 
H       -0.203795   -0.147236   -3.944806 
H        0.828362    1.170898   -4.492535 
C        1.757266   -3.618800   -1.002113 
H        0.946723   -3.851319   -0.309609 
H        1.319685   -3.535968   -2.003585 
H        2.451860   -4.466300   -1.015311 
C       -1.756985   -3.619159    1.001511 
H       -0.946523   -3.851563    0.308874 
H       -1.319300   -3.536504    2.002950 
H       -2.451589   -4.466653    1.014634 
C       -3.083527    2.297479    2.549861 
C       -2.379079    3.436169    0.573930 
C       -4.397157    1.965123    1.847925 
H       -3.225648    3.240956    3.100117 
H       -2.854506    1.517858    3.276784 
C       -3.719666    3.087020   -0.066319 
H       -2.462485    4.434673    1.037845 
H       -1.614399    3.487992   -0.205394 
H       -5.211841    1.922570    2.577523 
H       -4.322665    0.987427    1.347568 
H       -4.027907    3.882103   -0.751691 
H       -3.625926    2.149020   -0.639263 
N       -1.979268    2.413863    1.568763 
O       -4.749467    2.963220    0.901439 
C        3.083344    2.298241   -2.549760 
C        2.378849    3.436444   -0.573575 
 
C        1.860640    3.496528    3.361116 
H        2.729882    3.858794    2.814659 
C        0.683963    4.454397    3.439305 
H        0.802246    5.405838    2.920974 
C        1.578075    4.260391    4.648072 
C        2.522584    5.408719    4.972046 
H        2.031637    6.158217    5.607025 
H        3.411255    5.050064    5.507881 
H        2.865402    5.917108    4.063582 
C        1.086956    3.538191    5.889353 
H        0.437189    2.688029    5.668491 
H        1.936575    3.154533    6.469309 
H        0.527869    4.222574    6.540776 
C       -1.087399    3.539268   -5.888940 
H       -0.528452    4.223983   -6.540132 
H       -0.437465    2.689156   -5.668377 
H       -1.936953    3.155646   -6.469015 
H       -2.730297    3.858482   -2.814078 
H       -0.802968    5.405958   -2.919932 
H        6.299850   -1.988132    0.144258 
H        5.381777   -0.909114   -1.870563 
H       -5.381513   -0.909835    1.870799 
H       -6.299714   -1.988545   -0.144135 
C        4.397043    1.965879   -1.847960 
H        3.225339    3.241866   -3.099791 
H        2.854377    1.518779   -3.276866 
C        3.719506    3.087314    0.066539 
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Azaaldol Condensation of a Lithium Enolate  
Solvated by N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine: 
Dimer-Based 1,2-Addition to Imines 
 
Abstract 
The lithium enolate of tert-amylacetate solvated by N,N,N’,N’-
tetramethylethylenediamine (TMEDA) is shown to be a doubly-chelated dimer. 
Adding the dimeric enolate to 4-fluorobenzaldehyde-N-phenylimine affords an 
N-lithiated β-amino ester shown to be monomeric using 6Li and 15N NMR 
spectroscopies. Rate studies using 19F NMR spectroscopy reveal reaction orders 
consistent with a transition structure of stoichiometry 
[(ROLi)2(TMEDA)2(imine)]‡. Density functional theory computations explore 
several possible dimer-based transition structures with monodentate and 
bidentate coordination of TMEDA. Supporting rate studies using N,N,N’,N’-
tetramethylcyclohexanediamine showing analogous rates and rate law suggest 
that TMEDA is fully chelated. 
 
____________________________ 
*Reprinted with permission from De Vries, T. S.; Bruneau, A. M.; Liou, L. R.; 
Subramanian, H.; Collum, D. B. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2013, 135, 4103. Copyright 
2013 American Chemical Society. 
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Introduction  
Lithium enolates are of undeniable importance to synthetic chemists1 yet 
pose particularly onerous mechanistic challenges owing to complex aggregation 
phenomena. Solid-state structural studies initiated by Seebach with significant 
contributions by Williard have grown into a considerable body of work.2 Much 
less is known about the structures of enolates in solution3 and how solvation and 
aggregation influence reactivity. 4,5,6,7,8 The seminal spectroscopic and mechanistic 
studies were those of Jackman and coworkers.4 The preponderance of progress in 
untangling the contributions of equilibrating aggregates and monomers to 
enolate reactivity comes from Streitwieser and coworkers.6 Most recently, Reich 
and coworkers have focused on measuring relative reactivities of aggregates and 
monomers under nonequilibrium conditions.7  
 The present study of 1,2-additions of metal enolates to imines—so-called 
azaaldol condensations—dovetails a long-standing program aimed at 
understanding 1,2-additions9 and lithiations10 of imines with an emergent interest 
in structures and reactivities of lithium enolates.1,2,11,12,13 Azaaldol condensations 
are of particular importance in the synthesis of biologically and medicinally 
significant β-amino esters, β-lactams, and 1,3-amino alcohols.14,15,16 The flexibility 
of imines that synthetic chemists find appealing16—the capacity to vary the 
substituents on the imine moiety—has proven to be equally important in 
untangling organolithium structure-reactivity relationships. 
Herein we describe rate and mechanistic studies of the azaaldol addition 
of tert-amyl acetate 2 (t-Am = C(CH3)2Et) to imine 1 (eq 1) mediated by 
N,N,N’,N’-tetramethylethylenediamine (TMEDA).8 The reaction is clean, 
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proceeds at tractable rates without complicating lactamization,17 and is readily 
monitored with 19F NMR spectroscopy.18 A combination of structural, rate, and 




Results.   
Solution Structures. Previous studies of TMEDA-solvated enolates using 
the method of continuous variation (the method of Job) have shown enolate 2 to 
be doubly chelated dimer 2a.19 Adduct [6Li,15N]3 prepared from [15N]1 and 
[6Li]LDA.20 was shown using 6Li and 15N NMR spectroscopies21,22,23 to be 
monomer 3a. The 6Li spectrum shows a 1:1 6Li doublet (J = 6.6 Hz) and 1:1:1 15N 
triplet J = 6.9 Hz).24 No mixed aggregates are formed. Treatment of β-amino ester 
4 with 1.0 equiv of [6Li]LDA in the presence of TMEDA regenerates 3a.  
 




































Kinetics. Adding 1.0 equiv of imine 1 to enolate 2 in 0.65 M 
TMEDA/toluene at -60 oC and monitoring with in situ IR spectroscopy revealed 
an overall second-order decay (Figure 1), offering no evidence of autocatalysis or 
other mixed aggregation effects.25 To conduct detailed rate studies under pseudo-
first-order we turned to 19F NMR spectroscopy. Injecting imine 1 (resulting in 
0.005 M 1) into a solution of enolate 2 and TMEDA afforded clean first-order 
decays and affiliated values of kobsd (Figure 1 inset.) A standard control 
experiment confirmed the absence of autocatalysis: sequential injections of imine 
1 (0.005 M) into a solution of enolate and TMEDA afforded indistinguishable 
values of kobsd (within 10%). Monitoring kobsd versus enolate concentration26 
showed a first-order dependence consistent with a dimer-based addition (Figure 
2). An analogous plot of kobsd versus TMEDA concentration revealed a zeroth-
order dependence (Figure 3). The idealized rate law27 described by eq 2 
implicates the transition structure of stoichiometry shown in equation 3.28  
 
 
 -d[imine]/dt = k[imine][TMEDA]0[enolate]           (2) 
 











	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Figure	  2.1.	  Curve fitting for the condensation of the lithium enolate of tert-amyl 
acetate enolate 2 (0.10 M)26 with equimolar imine 1 (0.10 M) in 0.65 M 
TMEDA/toluene at -60 ºC.  The curve depicts an unweighted least-squares fit to 
the second-order function: y = [A]0/(1+[A]0·k·t) ([A]0 = 0.101 ± 0.001 M, k = 0.24 ± 
0.01 M-1 s-1). The inset shows the loss of 1 and formation of 3 using lithium 
enolate 2 (0.10 M), imine 1, (0.005 M), and 0.55 M TMEDA/toluene at -60 ºC 
(pseudo-first-order conditions).  Imine 1 is represented by the symbol • and the 
product 3 by o.  The curves depict unweighted least-squares fits to yS2 = y0·e–b·t (y0 
= 108.6 ± 0.1, b = 3.32 ± 0.03 x 10-3 s-1) and yS3 = y0·(1 - e–b·t) (y0 = 104.9 ± 0.1, b = 3.28 






Figure 2.2. Plot of kobsd versus concentration of enolate 2 for the condensation of 
1 (0.005 M) with 2 in 0.60 M TMEDA/toluene at -60 ºC.  The curve depicts the 






Figure 2.3. Plot of kobsd versus free TMEDA concentration26 in toluene cosolvent 
for the condensation of lithium enolate 2 (0.10 M) with imine 1 (0.005 M) at -60 
ºC.  The curve depicts the an unweighted least-squares fit to kobsd = k + 
k’·[TMEDA]free (k = 0.0044 ± 0.0003, k’ = 0.0003 ± 0.0005). 	  
 
Computations. Density functional theory (DFT) computations at the 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) level29 evaluated dimer-based pathways including cyclic 
dimers, open dimers,30 and triple ions.31,32,33,34 We modeled the tert-amyl group 
with a methyl. The reported energies correspond to the calculated free energies 
of activation at -60 oC and to fully balanced equilibria. Intrinsic reaction 
coordinate (IRC) calculations were performed to confirm the validity of the 
structures.35 Figure 4 shows the computed structures in order of increasing free 
energy. A number of configurations were calculated including open and closed 
dimers with combinations of mono- and bidentate TMEDA ligands (5a-5f).36 
Structure 5g manifests an imine nitrogen bridging two lithiums. The structure of 
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the lowest energy form, 5a, is an open dimer with both mono- and bidentate 
TMEDA. Triple ion 5h with an (η2-TMEDA)2Li+ counterion is energetically 
ridiculous;37 DFT routinely fails with such fully ionized forms.38 We do, however, 





Figure 2.4. DFT Computed transition structures of stoichiometry 
[(ROLi)2(TMEDA)2(imine)]‡. 
 
 Kinetics Revisited: Enolate-TMCDA. To resolve the ambiguity about 
whether TMEDA is functioning as a mono- or bidentate ligand we investigated 
N,N,N’,N’-tetramethylcyclohexane-diamine (TMCDA).39 The notion was simple: 
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ΔG‡ = 97.4 kcal/mol
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TMCDA is a surrogate of TMEDA but is more strongly chelating40 and displays 
no tendency to bind as a monodentate ligand.41 Cursory examination of azaaldol 
condensation of enolate 2 revealed rates that were nearly indistinguishable 
(kTMCDA/kTMEDA = 0.9)42 and provided an analogous rate law (supporting 
information).  Computations offered transition structures 7a and 7b. The (η2-
TMCDA)2Li+ counterion in 7b has crystallographic support.43 Despite 






 Using a combination of 6Li and 15N NMR spectroscopies we have shown 
that tert-amyl acetate 2 is disolvated dimer 2a in the presence of TMEDA. Rate 
studies using 19F NMR spectroscopy revealed that there is no autocatalysis and 
that the addition of 2a to fluorinated imine 1 is first order in imine, first order in 
enolate dimer 2a, and zeroth order in TMEDA. The rate law (eq 2) is consistent 
with reaction via a bis-TMEDA-solvated enolate dimer as depicted generically in 
eq 3.  
The experimentally elusive details of the dimer-based transition structure 
were examined using DFT computations, revealing a number of viable 
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candidates (Figure 4). The two most viable pathways are summarized in Scheme 
1. Dimer-based transition structure 5a, containing both η1- and η 2-bound 
TMEDA ligands, was predicted to be the lowest energy form. We would be 
reckless, however, to distinguish them using calculated ΔG‡’s alone. For example, 
we found doubly chelating structure 5b is very plausible. Consequently, we 
investigated TMCDA as a strongly chelating surrogate for TMEDA. We know of 
no evidence, experimental or computational, that TMCDA can coordinate as a 
monodentate ligand. The basal assumption, therefore, is that the rates and 
mechanisms using TMCDA and TMEDA diverge only if TMEDA is functioning 
as a non-chelating ligand somewhere along the reaction coordinate. 
Experimentally indistinguishable rates and rate laws for the two diamines cast 
the deciding vote for 5b as the most logical transition structure. We hasten to 
add, however, that despite the enormous computed barrier for triple ion 5h—
DFT is notoriously incapable of modeling ionization energies38—triple ion 5h has 
considerable appeal. Triple ions, including those derived from lithium enolates,32 
are well precedented31,32 The (η2-TMEDA)2Li+ counterion is well precedented37 
and the (η2-TMCDA)2Li+ cation has been documented as well.43 The bidentate 







 The azaaldol addition of a disolvated dimeric lithium enolate to an aryl 
imine occurs through a transition structure consisting of a disolvated dimeric 
enolate. Although details of the transition structure are unclear, calculations 
slightly favor an open dimer (1.6 kcal/mol) with only one of the two TMEDA 
molecules chelating.  
 The dimer-based reaction is interesting in light of dominant beliefs in the 
earlier days of organolithium chemistry that monomers are the central fleeting 
intermediate. Streitwieser has wrestled with this question for a number of years 
and concludes that monomers are often key intermediates. Similarly, Reich has 
found that in non-equilibrating mixtures of monomers and dimers the monomers 
are almost always more reactive. That is not to say, however, that when dimers 
or tetramers are the observable form in solution the most favorable pathway 
























































groups have endorsed the notion of aggregate-based enolate reactivity. Enolates 
are a very broad class of intermediate. Throw into the debate the huge roles of 
solvent, temperature, concentration, and choice of electrophile, and considerable 
mechanistic variation is to be expected.  
 
Experimental.  
Reagents and Solvents. TMEDA, TMCDA, and toluene were distilled 
from solutions containing sodium benzophenone ketyl. The toluene stills 
contained approximately 1% tetraglyme to dissolve the ketyl. LDA, [6Li]LDA, 
and [6Li,15N]LDA were prepared as described previously.23 Solutions of LDA 
were titrated for active base using a literature method.46 Air- and moisture-
sensitive materials were manipulated under argon using standard glovebox, 
vacuum line, and syringe techniques. Imine 1 was prepared using a literature 
procedure.47  
 NMR Techniques. All NMR samples were prepared using stock solutions 
and sealed under partial vacuum. Standard 6Li, 13C, 15N, and 19F NMR spectra 
were recorded on a 500 MHz spectrometer at 73.57, 125.79, 50.66, and 470.35 
MHz (respectively). The 6Li, 13C, and 15N resonances are referenced to 0.30 M 
[6Li]LiCl/MeOH at –90 oC (0.0 ppm), the CH2O resonance of THF at –90 oC (67.57 
ppm), and neat Me2NEt at –90 oC (25.7 ppm), respectively.  
Kinetics. Samples for NMR kinetics were prepared from stock solutions at 
room temperature: (1) tert-amyl acetate in toluene, (2) imine 1 and fluorobenzene 
internal standard in toluene, and (3) LDA/TMEDA in toluene. The NMR tube 
was capped with a septum, evacuated, flushed several times with argon, flame 
dried, put under argon, cooled in dry ice/acetone bath, and charged sequentially 
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with the LDA/TMEDA and tert-amyl acetate stock solutions with agitation. The 
stock solutions were prepared to give final concentrations of 0.005 M each of 1 
and fluorobenzene standard, 0.11 M LDA, and 0.10 M tert-amyl acetate upon 
completion of the imine injection. The tube was vortexed for approximately 10 s 
at room temperature and placed in a -78 °C bath. A length of 25 µm ID flexible 
capillary tubing was inserted directly into the solution of LDA at -78 oC at the 
curved portion of the tube. The NMR tube was then inserted into the pre-cooled 
NMR probe and equilibrated at -60 C, and 400 µL LDA stock and 100 µL ester 
stock were added sequentially via syringe through the septum.A collection array 
at 30 s intervals was initiated, and a 100 µL  stock solution of imine was injected 
into the tube giving 10 s to thermally equilibrate before spectral acquisition. The 
loss of 1 (δ -107.4 ppm) and formation of 3 (δ -117.2 ppm) were monitored 
relative to a fluorobenzene internal standard (0.007 M, δ -112.96 ppm). The decay 
of 1 was followed to beyond five half-lives. In processing, the integral area was 
normalized relative to the fluorobenzene standard. The rate constant was 
obtained by fitting the decay for each run to the first-order function, f(x) = aebx.  
Aminoester 4. Lithium diisopropylamide (218 mg, 2.04 mmol) was 
dissolved in toluene (16.0 mL) and TMEDA (2.0 mL, 13.3 mmol) in a 50 mL 
round-bottom flask and cooled to -60 °C. To this mixture was added tert-amyl 
acetate (330 μL, 2.22 mmol), with stirring for 5 min to ensure full enolization. 
Then imine 1 (307 mg, 1.53 mmol) dissolved in toluene (2.5 mL) was added. After 
2 h, the reaction was quenched with methanol (4 mL), allowed to warm to room 
temperature, and acidified with saturated aq. NH4Cl (4 mL). The organic layer 
was washed with water (8 mL), dried over Na2SO4, and via rotary evaporation. 
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The resulting yellowish oil was recrystallized from hot methanol (3.5 mL), 
yielding 399 mg of white needles (78% yield) with mp=89-90.5 °C. 2-Methyl-2-
butyl 3-(4-fluorophenyl)-3- phenylamino-propanoate (4): analytical thin layer 
chromatography (TLC) on K6F silica gel 60 Å, 4:1 hexanes/EtOAc, Rf=0.39. IR 
(neat, cm-1) 3380, 2975, 2922, 1703, 1603, 1507; 1H NMR: δ 7.34 (1H, AA’BB’Y, JA-
A’=2.2 Hz, JA-B=8.7 Hz, JA-X=5.0 Hz), 7.34 (1H, AA’BB’Y, JA-A’=2.2 Hz, JA’-B’=8.7 Hz, 
JA’-X=5.0 Hz), 7.09 (2H, dd, J=8.2, 7.3 Hz), 6.99 (1H, AA’BB’Y, JB-B’=2.5 Hz, JA-B=8.7 
Hz, JB-X=8.7 Hz), 6.99 (1H, AA’BB’Y, JA’-B’=8.7 Hz, JB’-B=2.5 Hz, JB’-X=8.7 Hz), 6.67 
(1H, t, 7.3 Hz), 6.52 (2H, d, 8.2 Hz), 4.75 (1H, ABMX, JA-M=5.8 Hz, JB-M=7.2 Hz, JM-
X=6.1 Hz), 4.61 (1H, ABMX, JM-X=6.1 Hz), 2.71 (1H, ABMX, JA-B=14.6 Hz, JA-M=5.8 
Hz), 2.69 (1H, ABMX, JA-B=14.6 Hz, JB-M=7.2 Hz), 1.70 (2H, q, J=7.5 Hz), 1.34 (6H, 
s), 0.78 (3H, t, J=7.5 Hz); 13C NMR: δ 170.4, 162.2 (d, JC-F=245 Hz), 146.9, 138.1 (d, 
JC-F=3 Hz), 129.3, 128.1 (d, JC-F=8 Hz), 117.9, 116.7 (d, JC-F=21 Hz), 113.7, 84.1, 54.7, 
44.2, 33.6, 25.6, 25.6, 8.3; 19F NMR: δ - 115.6. Molecular ion calculated for 
C20H24FNO2: 329.1791; EIMS found m/z=329.1793. 1H NMR ABMX and 
AA’BB’Y couplings were identified using spin simulation in MestReNova 7.1.1.   
 Aminoester [15N]4. Prepared as above using [15N]S2, made from 
commercially available 15N-aniline. 1H NMR**: δ 7.34 (2H, app dd), 7.10 (2H, dd, J 
= 8.3, 7.3 Hz), 6.99 (2H, app t), 6.67 (1H, t, J = 7.3 Hz), 6.52 (2H, d, J = 7.8 Hz), 4.75 
(1H, app q), 4.61 (1H, app d), 2.75-2.65 (2H, app m), 1.70 (2H, q, J = 7.5 Hz), 1.34 
(6H, s), 0.78 (3H, t, J = 7.5 Hz); 13C NMR: δ 170.4, 162.2 (d, JC-F = 245 Hz), 146.9 (d, 
JC-N = 13 Hz), 138.1 (d, JC-F = 3 Hz), 129.4, 128.1 (dd, JC-F = 8, 1 Hz), 118.0, 115.7 (d, 
JC-F = 21 Hz), 113.7 (d, JC-N = 2 Hz), 84.1, 54.7 (d, JC-N = 10 Hz), 44.2, 33.6, 25.6, 25.6, 
8.3; 19F NMR: δ -115.6; 15N NMR: δ 73.2.  Molecular ion calculated for 
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C20H24F15NO2: 330.1761; EIMS found m/z = 330.1759. 
 Azaaldol adduct [6Li,15N]3. Individual stock solutions of substrate [15N]S2 
(0.22 M in toluene) and [6Li]LiHMDS (0.20 M in TMEDA/toluene) were prepared 
at room temperature.  An NMR tube was flame-dried under vacuum and 
allowed to come to room temperature.  It was then backfilled with argon and 
placed in a -78 °C dry  ice/ acetone bath.  Base (300 µL of stock solution) and 
substrate (300 µL of stock solution) were added sequentially via syringe.  The 
tube was sealed under partial vacuum, vortexed for approximately 10 s at room 
temperature, and cooled to -78 °C.  6Li NMR spectra were recorded at -60 °C on a 
500 MHz spectrometer with and without broadband 15N decoupling.  Chemical 
shifts are reported relative to a 0.30 M 6LiCl/MeOH standard at the reported 
probe temperature.  15N NMR spectra were recorded using the INEPT pulse 
sequence at -60 °C on a 500 MHz spectrometer with and without broadband 6Li 
decoupling.  6Li NMR: δ 1.54 (JLi-N = 6.6 Hz); 19F NMR: δ -117.1; 15N NMR: δ 123.9 














































































































Figure A2.5. 6Li NMR spectrum of a 0.10 M solution of [6Li,15N]3 in 0.60 M 









Figure A2.6. 15N NMR spectrum of a 0.10 M solution of [6Li,15N]3 in 0.60 M 
















Figure A2.7. 19F NMR spectrum of a 0.10 M solution of [6Li,15N]3 in 0.60 M 


















Figure A2.8. 6Li NMR spectrum of a solution of 0.050 M [6Li,15N]3 and 0.050 M 


































AII.b NMR and IR Kinetic Studies 
 
 




Figure A2.9. Representative 6Li NMR spectroscopic analysis of the condensation 
of the lithium enolate of tert-amyl acetate (2, 0.10 M) with the following 
concentrations of N-(4-fluorobenzylidene)-aniline (1): (a) 0.010 M, (b) 0.020 M, (c) 





















(a) 0.010 M 
(b) 0.020 M 
(c) 0.070 M 
(d) 0.11 M 
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Figure A2.10. Representative 19F NMR spectroscopic analysis of the condensation 
of the lithium enolate of tert-amyl acetate (2, 0.10 M) with N-(4-
fluorobenzylidene)-aniline (1, 0.005 M) in 0.55 M TMEDA/toluene at -60 ºC. The 
resonances correspond to 1 (δ -107.4 ppm), 2 (δ -117.2 ppm) and internal standard 















	   	  	  	  
	  	  
Figure A2.11. Representative curve fitting for the condensation of the lithium 
enolate of tert-amyl acetate (2, 0.10 M) with N-(4-fluorobenzylidene)aniline (1, 
0.005 M) in 0.55 M TMEDA/toluene at -60 ºC. Imine 1 is represented by the 
symbol • and product 3 by o. The curves depict unweighted least-squares fits to 
y1 = y0·e–b·t (y0 = 108.6 ± 0.1, b = 3.32 ± 0.03 x 10-3 s-1) and yS3 = y0·(1 - e–b·t) (y0 = 104.9 



















Figure A2.12. Condensation of the lithium enolate of tert-amyl acetate (2, 0.10 M) 
with stoichiometric N-(4-fluorobenzylidene)aniline (1, 0.10 M) in 0.65 M 
TMEDA/toluene at -60 ºC. The curve depicts and unweighted least-squares fit to 















	   	  	  
	  	  
Figure A2.13. Plot of kobsd versus [2] for the condensation of enolate 2 with N-(4-
fluorobenzylidene)aniline (1, 0.005 M) in 0.60 M TMEDA/toluene at -60 ºC. The 
curve depicts the result of an unweighted least-squares fit to kobsd = k·[2]b (k = 
0.049 ± 0.007, b = 1.01 ± 0.08). 
 
[2] (N)	   kobsd 1 x 103 (s-1) kobsd 2 x 103 (s-1) kobsd avg x 103 (s-1) 
    
0.020a 0.69 ± 0.01 0.65 ± 0.05 0.67 
0.050a 3.40 ± 0.07 1.7 ± 0.3 2.6 
0.10 3.36 ± 0.03 5.6 ± 0.2 4.5 
0.15 7.87 ± 0.06 7.3 ± 0.3 7.6 
0.20 9.7 ± 0.1 9.2 ± 0.4 9.4 
 


















Figure A2.14. Plot of kobsd versus excess [TMEDA] in toluene cosolvent for the 
condensation of the lithium enolate of tert-amyl acetate (2, 0.10 M) with N-(4-
fluorobenzylidene)aniline (1, 0.005 M) at -60 ºC. The curve depicts the result of 
an unweighted least-squares fit to kobsd = k + k’·[TMEDA]free (k = 0.0044 ± 0.3, k’ 
= 0.3 ± 0.5).	  	  
[TMEDA]free (M)	   kobsd 1 x 103 (s-1) kobsd 2 x 103 (s-1) kobsd avg x 103 (s-1) 
0.10 4.18 ± 0.06 5.0 ± 0.1 4.6 
0.21 4.80 ± 0.06 3.9 ± 0.1 4.3 
0.32 4.80 ± 0.04 4.0 ± 0.1 4.4 
0.55 3.36 ± 0.03 3.2 ± 0.1  
0.55 5.7 ± 0.3 4.6 ± 0.1 4.2 
0.77 4.2 ± 0.1 6.2 ± 0.3 5.2 
0.99 4.16 ± 0.05 4.8 ± 0.1 4.5 

















Figure A2.15. Initial rate curve fitting for the condensation of the lithium enolate 
of tert-amyl acetate (2, 0.10 M) with N-(4-fluorobenzylidene)aniline (1, 0.005 M) 
in 0.70 M TMCDA/toluene at -60 ºC (left) and in 0.70 M TMEDA/toluene at -60 
ºC (right). The curves depict unweighted least-squares fits to y1 = y0 + bx + cx2; y0 
= 0.95543 ± 0.0299 M, b = -0.0048636 ± 0.00076 M-1 s-1, c = 1.0381e-5 ± 4.14e-6 (left); 
y0 = 0.99133 ± 0.0106 M, b = -0.0053595 ± 0.000743 M-1 s-1, c = 3.0665e-5 ± 1.09e-5 


















 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Figure A2.16. Representative curve fitting for the condensation of the lithium 
enolate of tert-amyl acetate (2, 0.10 M) with N-(4-fluorobenzylidene)aniline (1, 
0.005 M) with 7 equiv TMCDA at -60 ºC. Imine 1 is represented by the symbol •. 
The curve depicts unweighted least-squares fits to y1 = y0·(1+e–b·t); y0 = 1.0 M, b = 
3.4 x 10-3 s-1.	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Figure A2.17. Plot of kobsd versus [2] for the condensation of enolate 2 with N-(4-
fluorobenzylidene)aniline (1, 0.005 M) in 7 equiv TMCDA/toluene at -60 ºC. The 
curve depicts the result of an unweighted least-squares fit to kobsd = k·[2]b; b = 















	   	  	  	  
	  Figure A2.18. Plot of kobsd versus [TMCDA] in toluene cosolvent for the 
condensation of the lithium enolate of tert-amyl acetate (2, 0.10 M) with N-(4-
fluorobenzylidene)aniline (1, 0.005 M) at -60 ºC showing a zero-order 




















AII.c DFT Computations 
 
Table A2.1: DFT Optimized geometry, coordinates, and MP2 corrected energy 
for imine 1.  
 
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	   	   	  
	  
1 




Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
C        0.401497      0.403579     -0.169238 
N       -0.456713     -0.503666      0.115513 
C       -1.832073     -0.214580      0.068027 
C       -2.695626     -1.228360     -0.379684 
C       -4.068399     -1.007563     -0.447704 
C       -4.607288      0.215864     -0.039052 
C       -3.759028      1.216412      0.439297 
C       -2.381414      1.008509      0.492809 
H       -1.729703      1.777881      0.897430 
H       -4.171807      2.162086      0.781442 
H       -5.680399      0.381405     -0.077523 
H       -4.722393     -1.796406     -0.810126 
H       -2.263401     -2.177633     -0.681557 
 
Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
H        0.095103      1.404539     -0.510148 
C        1.849830      0.181027     -0.082378 
C        2.728064      1.219922     -0.426913 
C        4.108208      1.036109     -0.352880 
C        4.624318     -0.191253      0.065761 
C        3.755773     -1.233762      0.410433 
C        2.379297     -1.051601      0.338961 
H        1.690868     -1.848009      0.602599 
H        4.158372     -2.189196      0.736249 
H        5.699605     -0.337749      0.123990 
H        4.778854      1.847696     -0.621603 









Table A2.2: DFT Optimized geometry, coordinates, and MP2 corrected energy 
for ground state dimer of lithium enolate 2.  	  
	  
Atom         X                Y                 Z                  
 
C        0.225739      4.291968     -1.490664 
O        0.300275      2.958600     -1.019421 
C       -0.253160      2.672353      0.233120 
O       -0.084969      1.422097      0.541140 
Li      -1.271903     -0.019384      0.238451 
O        0.080946     -1.306950     -0.003128 
Li       1.273392      0.155506      0.246022 
C        0.081443     -2.520899     -0.460156 
C       -0.112700     -3.664480      0.250352 
H       -0.097876     -4.652508     -0.188230 
H       -0.263244     -3.590755      1.319959 
O        0.319164     -2.537706     -1.838521 
C        0.348592     -3.791793     -2.496844 
H        0.546206     -3.582851     -3.551681 
H        1.142203     -4.438973     -2.099610 
H       -0.610735     -4.318476     -2.404364 
C       -0.884740      3.619711      0.976143 
H       -0.986110      4.651533      0.670029 
H       -1.252096      3.346044      1.957159 
H        0.726099      4.990757     -0.806786 
H        0.731198      4.308099     -2.460225 
H       -0.815309      4.617744     -1.621268 
Atom         X                Y                 Z                  
 
C       -2.803888     -0.975202     -2.102770 
H       -2.935270     -1.883451     -1.508943 
H       -3.594874     -0.941031     -2.874115 
H       -1.826932     -1.046359     -2.586590 
H       -4.964850      0.072159     -1.053090 
H       -4.171872      1.310862     -0.077833 
H       -3.967060     -1.710500      0.388391 
H       -5.003784     -0.606666      1.295094 
C       -2.634305     -1.612418      2.486104 
H       -2.405893     -2.475151      1.854466 
H       -1.761820     -1.413895      3.116001 
H       -3.487842     -1.858940      3.143537 
C       -3.093929      0.752815      2.478818 
H       -2.210791      0.900186      3.106218 
H       -3.201244      1.645191      1.857953 
H       -3.981549      0.659627      3.131316 
N        2.688312     -0.314029      1.874981 
C        4.017509     -0.159257      1.260684 
C        3.999510     -0.475274     -0.239298 
N        3.045137      0.368386     -0.976714 
C        2.779199     -0.179056     -2.313972 




 G = -1241.537100 









N       -2.898243     -0.439517      1.645067 
C       -4.043752     -0.680289      0.750937 
C       -4.069331      0.282872     -0.439631 
N       -2.835187      0.212269     -1.238721 
C       -2.648206      1.428353     -2.039790 
H       -1.689354      1.372532     -2.561482 
H       -3.452410      1.563748     -2.785773 
H       -2.620498      2.299706     -1.379498 
H        4.343193      0.874123      1.413850 
H        4.770657     -0.798792      1.754903 
C        2.523065      0.553378      3.045329 
H        2.665227      1.598876      2.756369 




H        3.230584      0.309061      3.858613 
C        2.416070     -1.711402      2.233991 
H        1.394022     -1.794276      2.610215 
H        2.481828     -2.357309      1.356035 
H        3.116730     -2.079319      3.006079 
H        3.698405     -0.251480     -2.923779 
H        2.315387     -1.164446     -2.227009 
C        3.500507      1.759497     -1.088896 
H        3.682485      2.187549     -0.099953 
H        4.429567      1.842681     -1.682249 
H        2.711644      2.350971     -1.557294 
H        5.025323     -0.375653     -0.642033 




















Table A2.3: DFT Optimized geometry, coordinates, and MP2 corrected energy 
for TMEDA dichleated open dimer transition structure 5a.  
	  
	  








Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
C       -0.820237      4.901310      0.962154 
O       -1.353819      3.618846      0.649713 
C       -0.984327      2.517143      1.391500 
O       -1.560698      1.460861      1.051331 
Li      -2.007465     -0.054322      0.042895 
O       -0.711084     -1.146583     -0.911199 
Li       1.158889     -0.818042     -0.517848 
N        1.449803      0.374706      1.158906 
C        1.471696     -0.445685      2.302725 
C        0.514606     -1.478423      2.405686 
C        0.495612     -2.341912      3.500533 
C        1.430200     -2.207860      4.531265 
C        2.388912     -1.195999      4.441671 
C        2.413509     -0.330401      3.348984 
H        3.192671      0.424636      3.292362 
H        3.134541     -1.084390      5.225878 
H        1.414214     -2.880405      5.384472 
H       -0.258349     -3.125011      3.550970 
H       -0.214240     -1.583672      1.607282 
C        1.726883      1.666423      1.351893 
C        1.940680      2.572377      0.191504 
C        1.163125      2.495274     -0.975124 
Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
H        2.305937      1.966373      2.228094 
N        2.484331     -0.718293     -2.319942 
C        2.725818     -2.146459     -2.598819 
C        3.369795     -2.901360     -1.438294 
N        2.559965     -2.886434     -0.210122 
C        3.421164     -3.031398      0.969977 
H        2.809376     -3.026103      1.873680 
H        4.004773     -3.970600      0.945297 
H        4.117938     -2.189820      1.027477 
C        1.563318     -3.964606     -0.226039 
H        2.040583     -4.961947     -0.275442 
H        0.964330     -3.911815      0.686754 
H        0.881897     -3.855044     -1.072881 
H        3.578484     -3.936163     -1.766523 
H        4.342707     -2.455442     -1.212045 
H        1.758761     -2.596612     -2.850808 
H        3.376806     -2.263057     -3.487239 
C        3.730575      0.002831     -2.021458 
H        3.508960      1.066870     -1.919080 
H        4.484757     -0.126463     -2.819530 
H        4.157433     -0.337255     -1.075283 


















C        1.376939      3.385303     -2.028256 
C        2.379821      4.355619     -1.946618 
C        3.163455      4.436899     -0.793809 
C        2.939344      3.556653      0.265710 
H        3.547569      3.629003      1.165166 
H        3.948136      5.185532     -0.717869 
H        2.544228      5.044597     -2.770958 
H        0.750084      3.326394     -2.914710 
H        0.370899      1.756189     -1.036644 
H       -1.524167     -1.602157     -5.056946 
H       -1.070114     -3.132260     -4.249445 
H       -2.713739     -2.470697     -4.045831 
N       -3.786106      0.635394     -1.085164 
C       -4.757154      0.669844      0.020821 
C       -4.831182     -0.651328      0.789449 
N       -3.563040     -1.000214      1.456218 
C       -3.431857     -0.301330      2.743111 
H       -2.463425     -0.542557      3.188654 
H       -4.233716     -0.594520      3.445781 
H       -3.459796      0.778312      2.591868 
C       -3.475694     -2.448603      1.671671 
H       -2.524272     -2.684189      2.158213 
H       -4.292130     -2.828880      2.312949 
H       -3.505706     -2.966432      0.709687 
H       -5.083634     -1.462004      0.099456 
H       -5.660414     -0.594469      1.518227 
H        1.674347      0.951579     -3.306141 
H        2.459723     -0.213931     -4.401041 
H        0.866756     -0.585096     -3.658948 
C       -1.203466     -1.972176     -1.792448 
C       -1.681013     -3.225935     -1.567065 
H       -2.085326     -3.861356     -2.342714 
H       -1.638818     -3.624241     -0.562040 
O       -1.198782     -1.412085     -3.072621 
C       -1.653634     -2.206916     -4.155616 
H       -5.770270      0.923512     -0.346627 
H       -4.448823      1.472750      0.697402 
C       -3.537597      1.994158     -1.587020 
H       -2.809108      1.945009     -2.402489 
H       -4.459244      2.466355     -1.974811 
H       -3.115995      2.610069     -0.790765 
C       -4.235667     -0.222283     -2.187325 
H       -5.207232      0.108971     -2.599146 
H       -3.484735     -0.194203     -2.979394 
H       -4.324717     -1.260669     -1.859896 
C        0.044976      2.593120      2.354382 
H        0.400561      3.559417      2.695247 
H        0.022121      1.817068      3.110975 
H        0.260393      4.940525      0.789757 
H       -1.317093      5.603420      0.288637 




Table A2.4: DFT Optimized geometry, coordinates, and MP2 corrected energy for 










Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
C        1.777519      4.368765     -1.567035 
O        2.137676      3.064398     -1.127635 
C        1.652533      1.957719     -1.797806 
O        2.087913      0.866459     -1.358473 
Li       2.532703     -0.323298      0.003748 
O        1.138490     -0.939824      1.180018 
Li      -0.555985     -0.483629      0.594987 
N       -2.281004     -1.048467      1.694784 
C       -2.216370     -0.312675      2.967298 
H       -2.353479      0.756307      2.775233 
H       -2.977329     -0.639994      3.694775 
H       -1.227922     -0.454577      3.414157 
C       -2.150613     -2.498559      1.918653 
H       -1.169818     -2.711950      2.356456 
H       -2.927917     -2.898841      2.589457 
H       -2.220213     -3.019623      0.957939 
C       -3.465336     -0.695385      0.880510 
H       -3.431992      0.382923      0.693818 
H       -3.335688     -1.189322     -0.087065 
C       -4.843887     -1.037470      1.475762 
N       -5.933649     -0.500464      0.657484 
C       -6.092035     -1.210136     -0.607658 
Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
C       -1.221948     -0.841642     -2.146086 
C       -2.125845     -0.779605     -3.229578 
C       -2.328020     -1.881582     -4.059506 
C       -1.648463     -3.081124     -3.837482 
C       -0.758518     -3.163021     -2.763359 
C       -0.547454     -2.064645     -1.932415 
H        0.165719     -2.129120     -1.113512 
H       -0.219596     -4.088444     -2.572770 
H       -1.813092     -3.937010     -4.485981 
H       -3.034016     -1.802835     -4.883171 
H       -2.695542      0.126902     -3.410796 
C       -1.170071      1.453040     -1.608024 
C       -1.258986      2.525239     -0.586975 
C       -0.539200      2.481868      0.620330 
C       -0.690629      3.488750      1.573588 
C       -1.560590      4.557817      1.342816 
C       -2.272746      4.617473      0.143056 
C       -2.119965      3.611945     -0.811536 
H       -2.682137      3.660244     -1.741727 
H       -2.951936      5.444370     -0.048271 
H       -1.677234      5.339968      2.088312 















H       -6.900940     -0.747121     -1.183035 
H       -5.180813     -1.145325     -1.208096 
H       -6.339717     -2.282565     -0.472388 
C       -7.190512     -0.484983      1.394718 
H       -7.970429     -0.021627      0.780215 
H       -7.542912     -1.495359      1.684853 
H       -7.079660      0.110789      2.307232 
H       -4.948627     -2.131516      1.619039 
H       -4.928773     -0.579744      2.467993 
N       -0.996463      0.196693     -1.228799 
H        2.609701     -1.402338      4.784994 
N        3.792988     -1.855288     -1.065855 
C        3.353992     -3.246441     -0.913268 
H        3.287835     -3.496750      0.148907 
H        4.036327     -3.961006     -1.409220 
H        2.360360     -3.361336     -1.356453 
C        3.785713     -1.482484     -2.487543 
H        4.066348     -0.434854     -2.606699 
H        4.475438     -2.114485     -3.076749 
H        2.773660     -1.591499     -2.884324 
C        5.123120     -1.657504     -0.463240 
H        5.183989     -2.286268      0.430440 
H        5.925567     -2.000398     -1.141897 
C        5.385085     -0.198636     -0.081007 
H        5.289157      0.435564     -0.968335 
N        4.435204      0.306239      0.923608 
 
H        0.181766      1.688546      0.795470 
H       -1.700131      1.684462     -2.532175 
C        1.387108     -1.483128      2.341732 
C        1.621896     -2.798280      2.590534 
H        1.826161     -3.192401      3.576388 
H        1.590301     -3.496780      1.763989 
O        1.373507     -0.522934      3.350695 
C        1.615145     -0.948856      4.682416 
H        1.558441     -0.053538      5.306300 
H        0.861822     -1.674805      5.015877 
C        4.493918      1.772536      0.995030 
H        5.499803      2.133476      1.278305 
H        4.204184      2.201941      0.034296 
H        3.778374      2.122346      1.745050 
C        4.680994     -0.266621      2.252224 
H        5.697340     -0.034204      2.620948 
H        3.947493      0.141929      2.951165 
H        4.547950     -1.350797      2.238390 
H        6.429977     -0.103180      0.271290 
C        0.673646      2.084360     -2.795692 
H        0.430225      3.049131     -3.224729 
H        0.552081      1.227929     -3.447903 
H        0.704183      4.551938     -1.448739 
H        2.332205      5.063576     -0.931928 













Table A2.5: DFT Optimized geometry, coordinates, and MP2 corrected energy for 
TMEDA unchleated open dimer transition structure 5c.  
	  
	  
	   	  
	  
5c 




Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
C       -2.524718     -2.642382      2.435494 
O       -2.442079     -1.731727      1.339731 
C       -1.672640     -2.048717      0.239169 
O       -1.752737     -1.218347     -0.695149 
Li      -1.907580      0.611585     -0.597665 
O       -0.434576      1.734850     -0.387983 
Li       1.159014      0.767335     -0.269159 
N        3.012282      1.797240     -0.157710 
C        3.003629      2.483631      1.143486 
H        3.021233      1.739717      1.946471 
H        3.858399      3.166173      1.279040 
H        2.082507      3.066276      1.237436 
C        3.023205      2.768790     -1.264657 
H        2.114350      3.377641     -1.219119 
H        3.895683      3.441448     -1.235591 
H        3.033708      2.229296     -2.217625 
C        4.085820      0.783518     -0.268748 
H        3.946954      0.063446      0.544395 
H        3.910294      0.244269     -1.203921 
C        5.535648      1.299900     -0.212702 
N        6.496424      0.203105     -0.079283 
C        6.580313     -0.624561     -1.278573 
H        7.305508     -1.428228     -1.111300 
H        5.616491     -1.090474     -1.499762 
Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
C        1.759408     -1.626556     -1.579551 
C        2.686996     -2.673175     -1.783023 
C        3.153303     -2.983240     -3.060063 
C        2.723774     -2.259862     -4.175419 
C        1.812181     -1.217311     -3.992151 
C        1.335900     -0.907698     -2.719534 
H        0.591143     -0.124944     -2.593794 
H        1.455135     -0.649019     -4.847898 
H        3.092444     -2.504521     -5.167624 
H        3.869618     -3.792878     -3.181704 
H        3.069204     -3.227904     -0.930659 
C        1.091783     -2.139704      0.619279 
C        0.973663     -1.718956      2.044180 
C        0.443305     -0.475423      2.428549 
C        0.374400     -0.116488      3.775387 
C        0.830946     -0.989002      4.766246 
C        1.356369     -2.229290      4.397705 
C        1.424366     -2.587678      3.051217 
H        1.839850     -3.553594      2.771164 
H        1.719763     -2.916353      5.157793 
H        0.777376     -0.705866      5.814181 
H       -0.044421      0.849110      4.046938 
H        0.053012      0.211109      1.683353 
















H        6.903120     -0.055249     -2.173766 
C        7.813986      0.701136      0.293573 
H        8.494376     -0.143314      0.449908 
H        8.266462      1.364314     -0.471124 
H        7.747988      1.262045      1.232377 
H        5.759986      1.927701     -1.098543 
H        5.656023      1.941439      0.667763 
N        1.294578     -1.213141     -0.321845 
H       -1.658619      5.054038      1.286055 
N       -3.887594      1.331672     -0.504692 
C       -3.988767      1.684529      0.921585 
H       -3.864638      0.778598      1.523191 
H       -4.951026      2.154271      1.181622 
H       -3.184540      2.381238      1.179633 
C       -4.063090      2.516135     -1.358242 
H       -4.010197      2.214527     -2.409804 
H       -5.024403      3.030046     -1.193395 
H       -3.252485      3.225679     -1.163815 
C       -4.771200      0.204061     -0.880343 
H       -4.572185     -0.037919     -1.930652 
H       -4.445697     -0.654091     -0.286684 
C       -6.285405      0.438719     -0.722176 
H       -6.557472      1.378456     -1.216326 
N       -7.072756     -0.621175     -1.353915 
 
C       -0.542157      3.018153     -0.144815 
C       -0.586314      4.013515     -1.065581 
H       -0.674333      5.060015     -0.808237 
H       -0.528985      3.751885     -2.115031 
O       -0.608139      3.251334      1.224167 
C       -0.738111      4.593799      1.667841 
H       -0.776493      4.553673      2.758847 
H        0.118259      5.205141      1.354760 
C       -8.472497     -0.235282     -1.475620 
H       -8.970667     -0.073591     -0.498398 
H       -8.553652      0.691259     -2.054527 
H       -9.024118     -1.017714     -2.008400 
C       -6.950376     -1.902190     -0.667074 
H       -7.300823     -1.863777      0.384486 
H       -7.546988     -2.654004     -1.194560 
H       -5.912064     -2.244137     -0.668293 
H       -6.549238      0.553921      0.348848 
C       -0.765445     -3.129327      0.256140 
H       -0.841281     -3.896696      1.018817 
H       -0.468437     -3.479479     -0.726245 
H       -1.563703     -2.743306      2.948833 
H       -3.257550     -2.215342      3.123516 















Table A2.6: DFT Optimized geometry, coordinates, and MP2 corrected energy for 
TMEDA dichleated closed dimer transition structure 5d.  
	  
	  




G	  =	  -­‐1796.279143	  (-­‐60	  °C)	  
	  
	  
Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
C       -2.688979     -0.758387     -3.567899 
O       -1.637032     -0.174186     -2.798865 
C       -0.898049     -0.956613     -1.952535 
O        0.033073     -0.345279     -1.370319 
Li       1.850090     -0.122591     -0.885426 
O        1.547261      0.847057      0.698286 
Li      -0.324437      0.463193      0.817734 
N       -1.135045      2.060380      2.379443 
C       -0.846892      3.419786      1.875138 
C       -1.681875      3.877370      0.676164 
N       -1.587930      3.019391     -0.503640 
C       -2.662869      3.303612     -1.449530 
H       -2.588968      4.318209     -1.889164 
H       -2.630503      2.571400     -2.261848 
H       -3.634393      3.224162     -0.951460 
C       -0.298138      3.145380     -1.183663 
H        0.524286      2.904146     -0.509167 
H       -0.271849      2.431467     -2.010544 
H       -0.144483      4.168153     -1.584852 
H       -2.736717      3.930527      0.967209 
H       -1.377290      4.919333      0.446888 
H       -1.018104      4.162657      2.679499 
Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
N       -1.234385     -1.476098      1.085363 
C       -0.295681     -2.322623      1.695437 
C        0.474027     -1.793509      2.757003 
C        1.393002     -2.564242      3.460041 
C        1.601401     -3.907326      3.127402 
C        0.873120     -4.448750      2.068447 
C       -0.051375     -3.678905      1.359096 
H       -0.591345     -4.154807      0.548082 
H        1.020732     -5.488631      1.783787 
H        2.314427     -4.513540      3.679190 
H        1.948607     -2.111661      4.278116 
H        0.325413     -0.756473      3.032371 
C       -2.117909     -2.060773      0.260545 
C       -3.429605     -1.425751     -0.058627 
C       -3.636344     -0.041398     -0.146520 
C       -4.905595      0.465119     -0.432549 
C       -5.989374     -0.390626     -0.639646 
C       -5.794302     -1.770366     -0.561268 
C       -4.527742     -2.276436     -0.273880 
H       -4.383191     -3.352820     -0.206272 
H       -6.627132     -2.451894     -0.715362 














H        0.218933      3.452446      1.631250 
C       -0.321654      1.840633      3.586178 
H        0.743272      1.862987      3.339687 
H       -0.525621      2.604680      4.359463 
H       -0.559770      0.862586      4.013051 
C       -2.550058      1.891511      2.733615 
H       -3.184358      1.993747      1.852665 
H       -2.699309      0.884436      3.132241 
H       -2.877353      2.625326      3.493985 
H        3.361907      4.657948      1.113791 
H        3.289437      3.759116      2.657479 
H        4.501800      3.316472      1.426928 
N        3.297446     -1.797133     -0.987245 
C        3.825155     -2.174523      0.333847 
H        4.240108     -1.291674      0.827377 
H        4.608731     -2.950000      0.257926 
H        3.013168     -2.560171      0.953843 
C        2.638753     -2.954627     -1.606756 
H        2.168256     -2.672712     -2.552929 
H        3.350945     -3.777518     -1.800515 
H        1.859491     -3.321248     -0.934401 
C        4.373930     -1.268977     -1.842807 
H        5.028874     -0.659074     -1.212942 
H        4.999880     -2.084120     -2.250207 
C        3.840152     -0.422416     -2.999517 
H        3.189088     -1.034167     -3.633385 
 
H       -5.051403      1.539871     -0.496094 
H       -2.807873      0.645220     -0.008153 
H       -2.241003     -3.143871      0.340945 
C        2.458093      1.490249      1.368406 
C        3.261224      0.998523      2.347951 
H        3.995698      1.594358      2.871968 
H        3.134429     -0.033371      2.648205 
O        2.529945      2.824544      0.951720 
C        3.474911      3.675017      1.578619 
N        3.051334      0.729920     -2.531269 
C        2.219292      1.263159     -3.616140 
H        2.822425      1.594816     -4.480714 
H        1.508887      0.501281     -3.948813 
H        1.648016      2.117692     -3.246108 
C        3.908819      1.794223     -1.990846 
H        4.578828      2.213594     -2.763518 
H        3.282944      2.590333     -1.582556 
H        4.519826      1.412496     -1.169447 
H        4.686279     -0.100435     -3.634632 
C       -1.266750     -2.288695     -1.651877 
H       -2.008943     -2.797089     -2.257312 
H       -0.449235     -2.912430     -1.311381 
H       -3.503974     -1.111132     -2.929330 
H       -3.057237      0.038485     -4.217256 













Table A2.7: DFT Optimized geometry, coordinates, and MP2 corrected energy for 












Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
C       -0.054394      2.864835     -3.675036 
O       -0.133009      1.663046     -2.908641 
C       -0.893578      1.626279     -1.772921 
O       -0.888392      0.512773     -1.188878 
Li      -1.685410     -1.149413     -0.805039 
O       -0.573956     -1.618811      0.615148 
Li       0.232053      0.079492      0.773301 
N        2.304694     -0.357519      1.731752 
C        3.015297     -1.077765      0.651518 
C        4.448190     -1.556159      0.962688 
N        4.932963     -2.528671     -0.019911 
C        5.103535     -1.953038     -1.348305 
H        5.828406     -1.113103     -1.368129 
H        5.466434     -2.725956     -2.034466 
H        4.148132     -1.589525     -1.736514 
C        6.168815     -3.154560      0.430870 
H        6.006763     -3.641112      1.398992 
H        6.476686     -3.922316     -0.287948 
H        7.008363     -2.439125      0.544442 
H        5.136541     -0.690504      1.044831 
H        4.456136     -2.057435      1.937063 
H        2.407345     -1.946118      0.379892 
Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
H        3.916193      0.629920      2.760115 
N       -0.305213      2.068371      1.244723 
C       -1.417248      1.951633      2.088300 
C       -1.387903      0.929027      3.066421 
C       -2.444698      0.717338      3.944360 
C       -3.587885      1.522233      3.889486 
C       -3.640985      2.540046      2.937248 
C       -2.584433      2.755295      2.050225 
H       -2.675785      3.563712      1.333369 
H       -4.517695      3.181757      2.877967 
H       -4.413947      1.361412      4.576533 
H       -2.372093     -0.078824      4.681530 
H       -0.504220      0.301542      3.132750 
C       -0.254657      3.132787      0.429122 
C        1.026908      3.528155     -0.226961 
C        1.972358      2.605074     -0.698261 
C        3.145619      3.034023     -1.318681 
C        3.403479      4.397638     -1.478735 
C        2.472383      5.328629     -1.015080 
C        1.297778      4.895261     -0.399612 
H        0.577928      5.627218     -0.039086 














H        3.033156     -0.405616     -0.215309 
C        2.019021     -1.215474      2.890460 
H        1.449727     -2.094784      2.583324 
H        2.930265     -1.542999      3.419441 
H        1.414252     -0.651938      3.608488 
C        3.006774      0.854399      2.177553 
H        3.287928      1.463746      1.316189 
H        2.332547      1.448622      2.801357 
O        0.558451     -3.490265      0.229619 
C        0.920411     -4.819023      0.567442 
H        1.731432     -5.097307     -0.109820 
H        1.273492     -4.887158      1.604500 
H        0.078578     -5.512873      0.437505 
N       -3.858881     -1.191192     -0.545372 
C       -4.231567     -1.587489      0.821063 
H       -3.740873     -2.531035      1.074912 
H       -5.324273     -1.702603      0.936668 
H       -3.884916     -0.826438      1.525161 
C       -4.414204      0.132625     -0.852608 
H       -4.084709      0.469613     -1.839549 
H       -5.519395      0.129594     -0.834824 
H       -4.056202      0.852619     -0.112187 
C       -4.283637     -2.201044     -1.530674 
H       -4.175526     -3.186001     -1.066246 
H       -5.352945     -2.091369     -1.787524 
C       -3.450011     -2.146147     -2.815099 
 
H        4.319895      4.729849     -1.959187 
H        3.859992      2.299153     -1.681543 
H        1.780411      1.543500     -0.595808 
H       -0.838896      4.016803      0.701457 
C       -0.407658     -2.848280      1.007665 
C       -1.054536     -3.475394      2.024669 
H       -0.872502     -4.504121      2.303813 
H       -1.764608     -2.907333      2.612312 
H       -3.554655     -1.158869     -3.278570 
N       -2.016752     -2.365487     -2.557494 
C       -1.194094     -1.889214     -3.676761 
H       -1.426946     -2.416781     -4.619362 
H       -1.340667     -0.815538     -3.818698 
H       -0.139128     -2.051636     -3.439270 
C       -1.714687     -3.776383     -2.279736 
H       -1.935252     -4.422661     -3.148728 
H       -0.659000     -3.868489     -2.016029 
H       -2.294275     -4.131416     -1.424098 
H       -3.849258     -2.880537     -3.539141 
C       -1.494282      2.785455     -1.229340 
H       -1.528486      3.701199     -1.809807 
H       -2.373734      2.593936     -0.626265 
H        0.442715      3.663163     -3.115751 
H        0.541650      2.614569     -4.554849 













Table A2.8: DFT Optimized geometry, coordinates, and MP2 corrected energy for 








G	  =	  -­‐1796.248546	  	  (-­‐60	  °C)	  
	  
	  
Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
C       -2.499206     -1.151011     -3.863819 
O       -1.769102     -0.354649     -2.925329 
C       -1.211325     -0.924199     -1.829776 
O       -0.562873     -0.118232     -1.106597 
Li       1.217900      0.075443     -0.561841 
O        0.928032      0.232871      1.229038 
Li      -0.970662      0.194394      0.953656 
N       -1.565580      2.332674      1.413374 
C       -0.674662      3.076480      0.495184 
C       -0.623206      4.608871      0.652821 
N        0.280613      5.212782     -0.332061 
C       -0.317064      5.296278     -1.659904 
H       -1.210638      5.952494     -1.689841 
H        0.418411      5.695057     -2.367157 
H       -0.613634      4.304999     -2.013452 
C        0.747510      6.524645      0.098621 
H        1.257548      6.439572      1.063914 
H        1.465319      6.916132     -0.631064 
H       -0.067511      7.268677      0.203995 
H       -1.635551      5.054020      0.593138 
H       -0.232710      4.848636      1.647593 
H        0.338219      2.688336      0.632040 
Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
N       -2.244553     -1.481326      1.110921 
C       -1.534260     -2.227359      2.059971 
C       -1.355587     -1.646188      3.337252 
C       -0.675471     -2.306356      4.353912 
C       -0.136776     -3.579299      4.139750 
C       -0.297444     -4.171363      2.887368 
C       -0.981099     -3.515410      1.862693 
H       -1.079900     -4.015483      0.904363 
H        0.115647     -5.160234      2.698391 
H        0.395850     -4.096415      4.932943 
H       -0.572167     -1.827969      5.325258 
H       -1.793244     -0.667071      3.517599 
C       -2.763096     -2.149938      0.056618 
C       -3.989563     -1.604504     -0.610555 
C       -4.320790     -0.244830     -0.576343 
C       -5.475967      0.224902     -1.201374 
C       -6.330391     -0.659071     -1.864155 
C       -6.019938     -2.020696     -1.892431 
C       -4.859897     -2.485469     -1.271895 
H       -4.627945     -3.548867     -1.290008 
H       -6.685535     -2.722423     -2.389068 














H       -0.985518      2.811369     -0.521498 
C       -1.186188      2.479346      2.827537 
H       -0.136310      2.206284      2.965690 
H       -1.349567      3.501016      3.210684 
H       -1.798783      1.799954      3.430625 
C       -2.979455      2.680806      1.232347 
H       -3.239188      2.629340      0.170308 
H       -3.602065      1.964616      1.778484 
H       -3.225869      3.691601      1.597728 
H        4.456356      2.558457      0.973281 
C        7.410952     -1.878612     -1.617080 
H        7.650865     -0.921582     -2.093301 
H        7.439544     -2.666470     -2.396260 
H        8.195947     -2.099898     -0.885928 
C        5.828142     -3.019567     -0.219685 
H        4.925158     -2.907755      0.386594 
H        5.689299     -3.888824     -0.894032 
H        6.654448     -3.248721      0.461008 
C        5.064672     -1.401650     -1.869704 
H        5.430403     -0.536049     -2.433951 
H        4.865520     -2.203531     -2.609951 
C        3.766120     -1.014258     -1.136602 
H        4.020786     -0.386612     -0.277186 
N        2.750667     -0.280830     -1.929421 
C        2.250023     -1.046562     -3.080043 
H        3.582423      2.788880      2.514619 
 
H       -5.715242      1.285003     -1.163364 
H       -3.670707      0.433416     -0.039534 
H       -2.838365     -3.239909      0.150974 
C        1.887288      0.717877      1.963698 
C        2.058656      0.594843      3.299899 
H        2.895588      1.023706      3.833253 
H        1.357370     -0.016287      3.853094 
O        2.783647      1.433211      1.149267 
C        3.901548      2.051703      1.767204 
H        4.550882      1.312033      2.252819 
N        6.124889     -1.784244     -0.937861 
H        3.007945     -1.184851     -3.867255 
H        1.913111     -2.032902     -2.744945 
H        1.394421     -0.521371     -3.516501 
C        3.193867      1.060734     -2.340607 
H        4.007686      1.041886     -3.082840 
H        2.347390      1.594514     -2.786701 
H        3.525620      1.615520     -1.459227 
H        3.270532     -1.911232     -0.747007 
C       -1.455743     -2.273924     -1.447609 
H       -1.890892     -2.948256     -2.178976 
H       -0.647933     -2.711580     -0.869049 
H       -3.407504     -1.559814     -3.414670 
H       -2.766000     -0.471495     -4.674952 













Table A2.9: DFT Optimized geometry, coordinates, and MP2 corrected energy for 











Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
C        0.626985      2.291510      4.573910 
O        1.215148      1.441800      3.589318 
C        1.381756      1.875177      2.312535 
O        1.948851      1.070845      1.552454 
Li       1.486749      0.290377     -0.111422 
O        0.317033     -1.056085     -0.796724 
Li      -1.098278      0.054884     -0.978676 
N       -3.070775     -0.124519     -1.640711 
C       -3.623049     -1.252694     -0.852950 
C       -5.037657     -1.738168     -1.224310 
N       -5.480978     -2.798643     -0.317138 
C       -5.944514     -2.280981      0.965133 
H       -6.849357     -1.646990      0.870332 
H       -6.185372     -3.117299      1.630224 
H       -5.164997     -1.686565      1.449563 
C       -6.498722     -3.646833     -0.924874 
H       -6.112202     -4.088183     -1.849544 
H       -6.749895     -4.463879     -0.239479 
H       -7.436326     -3.106765     -1.165498 
H       -5.755433     -0.894871     -1.244260 
H       -5.015332     -2.156093     -2.236483 
H       -2.933305     -2.098358     -0.957465 
H       -3.595458     -0.942903      0.196217 
C       -2.962175     -0.434174     -3.076405 
Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
C        0.507172      1.953803     -2.662571 
C        0.975274      2.640317     -3.778692 
C        1.106086      4.032621     -3.756181 
C        0.762192      4.714752     -2.589089 
C        0.290290      4.036248     -1.464516 
H        0.041767      4.614106     -0.581400 
H        0.864339      5.796962     -2.545317 
H        1.472834      4.570148     -4.625798 
H        1.242860      2.081666     -4.672871 
H        0.439290      0.867755     -2.691389 
C       -0.792412      2.487665      0.704773 
C       -1.632831      1.715468      1.668802 
C       -1.449545      0.342740      1.911029 
C       -2.265356     -0.333336      2.821459 
C       -3.280040      0.341640      3.503861 
C       -3.473314      1.705909      3.270610 
C       -2.656519      2.382404      2.364607 
H       -2.813456      3.444514      2.186885 
H       -4.261882      2.243007      3.791668 
H       -3.910220     -0.187424      4.213839 
H       -2.095701     -1.391552      3.001680 
H       -0.657024     -0.202444      1.406590 
H       -1.161455      3.511089      0.590488 














H       -2.428168     -1.380903     -3.204222 
H       -3.941394     -0.508807     -3.575683 
H       -2.392594      0.358836     -3.573523 
C       -3.792052      1.140555     -1.432829 
H       -3.858074      1.351730     -0.361982 
H       -3.233238      1.952803     -1.908569 
H       -4.808578      1.127515     -1.856204 
N       -0.346963      1.848907     -0.413711 
C        0.135665      2.627847     -1.469876 
H        0.441474      3.825847      2.588828 
H        1.388887      3.577651      1.052073 
H       -0.420677      2.507502      4.341564 
H        0.681301      1.734052      5.510780 
H        1.185810      3.228831      4.677121 
N        3.449380     -0.039401     -0.945381 
C        3.953706     -1.024203      0.038431 
C        5.372089     -1.575177     -0.204892 
N        5.881063     -2.314245      0.952645 
C        5.149709     -3.551340      1.198865 
H        5.202085     -4.261773      0.348188 
H        5.568170     -4.049268      2.080285 
H        4.096751     -3.342147      1.404877 
C        7.307273     -2.578012      0.820974 
H        7.850669     -1.633659      0.706035 
 
C        0.110230     -3.057429     -2.060862 
H        0.170194     -4.134910     -2.123113 
H       -0.135059     -2.512422     -2.964695 
O        0.769521     -2.950024      0.258054 
C        0.876839     -4.363620      0.290200 
H        1.190984     -4.623795      1.303735 
H       -0.086762     -4.842331      0.071904 
H        1.623065     -4.726195     -0.429108 
C        0.825593      3.119813      1.858996 
H        7.674873     -3.073108      1.726857 
H        7.557370     -3.224624     -0.044706 
H        5.394298     -2.199558     -1.121041 
H        6.058419     -0.737961     -0.377144 
H        3.931526     -0.545944      1.022809 
H        3.225181     -1.841445      0.060743 
C        4.187156      1.229338     -0.924930 
H        4.202337      1.619052      0.096607 
H        5.224016      1.138941     -1.290447 
H        3.668269      1.952029     -1.563573 
C        3.364765     -0.583633     -2.307014 
H        2.777736     -1.506803     -2.298901 
H        2.854983      0.142432     -2.947891 















Table A2.10: DFT Optimized geometry, coordinates, and MP2 corrected energy for 
unsolvated anion transition structure for triple ion 5h/7b.  
 
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	   	  
	  
5h (part 1) 
7b (part 1) 




Atom         X                Y                 Z 
C        3.810699      2.395381      0.723651 
O        2.483869      2.144718      0.323709 
C        1.695557      3.192373     -0.284702 
O        0.500798      2.775007     -0.419258 
Li       0.698764      1.081083      0.440973 
O       -0.023742      0.380764      2.081382 
C       -1.103583     -0.245211      2.090215 
C       -1.241959     -1.598676      1.702222 
H       -2.187097     -2.119778      1.814005 
H       -0.353886     -2.203195      1.845220 
O       -2.208492      0.529019      2.386500 
C       -3.482565     -0.080557      2.508750 
H       -4.163467      0.708518      2.840766 
H       -3.839436     -0.480077      1.552706 
H       -3.474796     -0.886354      3.256407 
N        0.367419     -0.790923     -0.599560 
C       -0.835203     -1.341771     -0.477847 
H       -0.953647     -2.423977     -0.594089 
C       -2.041741     -0.594119     -0.923914 
C       -3.248144     -1.295044     -1.098308 
C       -4.399408     -0.652834     -1.549653 
C       -4.366296      0.714944     -1.836827 
C       -3.171063      1.418514     -1.676574 
Atom         X                Y                 Z 
C       -2.013357      0.775909     -1.233472 
H       -1.091884      1.344062     -1.146228 
H       -3.128299      2.481143     -1.902509 
H       -5.261761      1.223242     -2.188303 
H       -5.319626     -1.218879     -1.681644 
H       -3.276053     -2.360120     -0.872824 
C        1.496461     -1.604956     -0.521685 
C        2.738452     -1.017697     -0.865591 
C        3.920169     -1.748812     -0.842080 
C        3.921026     -3.098758     -0.470988 
C        2.709826     -3.693552     -0.116021 
C        1.518205     -2.968332     -0.136406 
H        0.601188     -3.467482      0.158630 
H        2.687628     -4.739130      0.188324 
H        4.846396     -3.669869     -0.451972 
H        4.852918     -1.260585     -1.118833 
H        2.742436      0.031539     -1.144951 
C        2.282618      4.378442     -0.602826 
H        3.330177      4.589913     -0.433980 
H        1.670658      5.150443     -1.053610 
H        3.862573      3.229487      1.437418 
H        4.177831      1.481211      1.200169 












Table A2.11: DFT Optimized geometry, coordinates, and MP2 corrected energy for 
TMEDA dichleated lithium cation of triple ion 5h.  	  
	  
Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
Li      -0.000036     -0.000067      0.000879 
N        1.582060     -1.073170     -1.061697 
C        2.757437     -0.229782     -0.731708 
C        2.761419      0.234317      0.723736 
N        1.584244      1.072099      1.061734 
C        1.447954      1.162431      2.529548 
H        2.336140      1.617627      2.996896 
H        0.577837      1.776033      2.782081 
H        1.307219      0.164807      2.954208 
C        1.749888      2.437257      0.520654 
H        1.804648      2.420497     -0.571128 
H        0.893850      3.051189      0.811129 
H        2.664711      2.916255      0.905935 
H        2.758126     -0.632537      1.392443 
H        3.699087      0.779508      0.924297 
H        3.696350     -0.770396     -0.938943 
H        2.745043      0.637153     -1.400280 
C        1.441073     -1.170094     -2.528648 
H        1.297113     -0.174588     -2.957131 
H        2.328628     -1.625568     -2.996929 
H        0.571322     -1.786465     -2.775667 
Atom         X                Y                 Z 
 
N       -1.582491      1.067730     -1.066734 
C       -2.758167      0.226867     -0.731418 
C       -2.760985     -0.230160      0.726264 
N       -1.583853     -1.066708      1.067337 
C       -1.447203     -1.151090      2.535448 
H       -0.576993     -1.763608      2.790272 
H       -1.306447     -0.151750      2.956048 
H       -2.335259     -1.604413      3.004863 
C       -1.749742     -2.434049      0.531841 
H       -0.893866     -3.046969      0.824923 
H       -2.664699     -2.911287      0.919007 
H       -1.804431     -2.421852     -0.560012 
H       -2.756694      0.639919      1.390777 
H       -3.698687     -0.774009      0.930332 
H       -3.696880      0.767202     -0.940262 
H       -2.747164     -0.643266     -1.395845 
C       -1.753450      2.433035     -0.527644 
H       -0.899552      3.049646     -0.818718 
H       -2.669827      2.908166     -0.914055 
H       -1.808563      2.417850      0.564130 
C       -1.442536      1.156981     -2.534246 
	   	  
 5h (part 2) 
 G = -700.0090158 






C        1.754332     -2.435543     -0.515680 
H        2.670990     -2.911869     -0.899927 
H        1.809673     -2.414693      0.575979 
H        0.900855     -3.054322     -0.803374 
 
 
H       -0.572658      1.771619     -2.785111 
H       -1.299392      0.159200     -2.957685 
H       -2.330203      1.610454     -3.004256 
 
	  
Table A2.12: DFT Optimized geometry, coordinates, and MP2 corrected energy for 
TMCDA disolvated open dimer transition structure 7a.  	  
	  
Atom         X                Y                 Z                  
 
C       -1.882295      4.843801      0.414028 
O       -2.056096      3.428864      0.422712 
C       -1.438922      2.662951      1.382733 
O       -1.750479      1.451784      1.360701 
Li      -2.036523      0.082043      0.090695 
O       -0.433486     -0.516495     -0.900382 
Li       1.354391     -0.250125     -0.091692 
N        1.447563      1.250964      1.370478 
C        1.746797      0.737413      2.652802 
C        0.783169     -0.002006      3.365347 
C        1.072291     -0.539578      4.620364 
C        2.330177     -0.354910      5.199296 
C        3.293672      0.387146      4.510882 
C        3.005243      0.930898      3.258130 
H        3.758838      1.505578      2.724324 
H        4.276477      0.542527      4.950864 
Atom         X                Y                 Z                  
 
C       -0.584057     -0.860684     -2.148942 
C       -0.765717     -2.113434     -2.649616 
C       -0.427180      3.206533      2.216231 
H       -0.338896      4.284110      2.310496 
H       -0.279534      2.662512      3.143242 
H       -0.851684      5.123042      0.176391 
H       -2.546103      5.219395     -0.368058 
H       -2.171689      5.284048      1.376079 
N       -4.087319      0.291679     -0.865799 
C       -4.998878     -0.688599     -0.213450 
C       -3.833408      0.029031     -2.290244 
C       -4.571780      1.668325     -0.698755 
C       -4.234594     -1.940016      0.286533 
C       -6.216728     -1.093393     -1.076808 
H       -5.393035     -0.174404      0.672061 
H       -4.718457      0.200115     -2.925476 
	   	  
	  7a 
 G = -2107.099098 















H        2.555194     -0.777280      6.175076 
H        0.307393     -1.100535      5.153487 
H       -0.199634     -0.113205      2.917670 
C        1.350234      2.591480      1.348519 
C        1.348144      3.327332      0.048724 
C        0.720663      2.823502     -1.101288 
C        0.731929      3.555029     -2.290167 
C        1.371528      4.795415     -2.358146 
C        2.004480      5.302907     -1.221194 
C        1.989579      4.574398     -0.030824 
H        2.483142      4.975174      0.852574 
H        2.512634      6.263416     -1.260644 
H        1.377736      5.360816     -3.286692 
H        0.231336      3.145689     -3.163675 
H        0.210874      1.866299     -1.069044 
H        1.885367      3.145177      2.129898 
H       -7.593647     -1.572977      0.531491 
H       -7.997904     -2.327933     -1.007569 
H       -6.039081     -3.855105     -0.806643 
H       -7.055109     -4.006870      0.623783 
H       -0.899494     -2.320217     -3.702449 
H       -0.791185     -2.953943     -1.968962 
O       -0.556893      0.261103     -2.981420 
C       -0.684396      0.069382     -4.379353 
H       -0.617001      1.060780     -4.834741 
H        0.118253     -0.566740     -4.775612 
H       -1.650221     -0.383548     -4.640257 
C        3.831937     -2.263378     -0.129498 
C        1.560320     -3.251711     -0.201831 
C        2.508127     -2.586834      1.894533 
C        3.860130     -1.557536     -1.507069 
C        4.505750     -3.656021     -0.225204 
H        4.426591     -1.657250      0.567141 
H        1.840829     -4.303971     -0.026750 
H        0.553417     -3.099392      0.191790 
H       -3.036199      0.696878     -2.626348 
H       -3.481029     -0.995373     -2.436021 
H       -3.833849      2.360294     -1.108943 
H       -5.540244      1.843206     -1.201039 
H       -4.673656      1.898644      0.364624 
C       -5.202461     -2.935425      0.971197 
H       -3.804861     -2.437364     -0.594029 
N       -3.065830     -1.561557      1.127738 
C       -7.158655     -2.062701     -0.352246 
H       -5.867587     -1.578032     -1.997603 
H       -6.760213     -0.191495     -1.384578 
C       -6.394435     -3.316602      0.084175 
H       -4.653075     -3.835883      1.270568 
H       -5.590127     -2.485177      1.894863 
C       -2.106432     -2.661682      1.263103 
C       -3.410347     -1.037501      2.457928 
C        5.931853     -3.595041     -0.784800 
H       -1.207713     -2.288501      1.764097 
H       -2.494106     -3.510177      1.853172 
H       -1.819783     -3.020785      0.271601 
H       -4.142498     -0.231658      2.375314 
H       -3.807292     -1.810601      3.136243 
H       -2.513100     -0.606645      2.907935 
N        2.463792     -2.297120      0.455394 
H        3.907966     -4.303368     -0.880202 
H        4.510725     -4.130855      0.762573 
C        5.932382     -2.927013     -2.162419 
H        5.300524     -1.054863     -3.060008 
H        5.936553     -0.911205     -1.427183 
C        2.794963      0.203550     -2.816654 
C        4.032866      0.827820     -0.852340 
H        6.577625     -3.023883     -0.101574 
H        6.354055     -4.606408     -0.841502 
H        5.366243     -3.549301     -2.871086 
H        6.952934     -2.851046     -2.558698 
 113	  
H        1.514122     -3.067967     -1.276703 
H        1.503280     -2.491525      2.311449 
H        2.871401     -3.604944      2.117729 
H        3.146521     -1.862529      2.405693 
C        5.302274     -1.532115     -2.073053 
H        3.251034     -2.157424     -2.195624 
N        3.203684     -0.220880     -1.469462 
 
H        2.239601      1.140511     -2.744164 
H        3.650784      0.363598     -3.495303 
H        2.135548     -0.552500     -3.251187 
H        3.427596      1.726920     -0.727334 
H        4.366624      0.513130      0.139754 
H        4.916229      1.087223     -1.458366 
	  
Table A2.13: DFT Optimized geometry, coordinates, and MP2 corrected energy for 
TMCDA dichleated lithium cation of triple ion 7b.  	  
	  
Atom         X                Y                 Z                  
 
C        5.507338      0.357428      0.162202 
C        4.279239      0.909065      0.896067 
C        2.965687      0.688421      0.110469 
C        2.777506     -0.804014     -0.253213 
C        4.046762     -1.369223     -0.935470 
C        5.322502     -1.135897     -0.116599 
H        5.267274     -1.684865      0.834359 
H        6.183548     -1.540472     -0.660303 
H        3.915683     -2.439734     -1.127606 
H        4.180942     -0.888492     -1.912580 
H        2.627942     -1.359364      0.683632 
N        1.514464     -1.025008     -1.039580 
C        1.162139     -2.458181     -1.078867 
H        0.162494     -2.573941     -1.510675 
H        1.857244     -3.053645     -1.687875 
Atom         X                Y                 Z                  
 
Li       0.000008      0.179886      0.024431 
C       -2.765206     -0.746662      0.326312 
C       -2.976633      0.691398     -0.203238 
C       -4.239129      0.779580     -1.091216 
C       -5.495038      0.264232     -0.377987 
C       -5.283836     -1.183015      0.072464 
C       -4.057013     -1.284065      0.988452 
H       -3.907555     -2.324283      1.296441 
H       -4.266640     -0.712647      1.901509 
H       -5.148687     -1.826866     -0.808446 
H       -6.166269     -1.559707      0.601620 
H       -5.720968      0.894827      0.493669 
H       -6.356261      0.340854     -1.051078 
H       -4.095997      0.180917     -1.999182 
H       -4.385021      1.816341     -1.416630 
	   	  
	  7b (part 2) 
 G = -1010.821826 








H        1.153194     -2.868739     -0.066483 
C        1.602207     -0.537250     -2.431723 
H        1.842325      0.529097     -2.457142 
H        2.351298     -1.075956     -3.027371 
H        0.634357     -0.681293     -2.917236 
H        3.053672      1.246880     -0.829775 
N        1.748024      1.255297      0.789427 
C        1.716996      0.991970      2.242866 
H        0.763657      1.344655      2.644127 
H        1.799418     -0.081138      2.440809 
H        2.516807      1.507536      2.791158 
C        1.672178      2.714265      0.576362 
H        2.528503      3.253318      1.008213 
H        1.632098      2.933871     -0.494634 
H        0.763515      3.104220      1.043714 
H        4.215422      0.406850      1.869305 
H        4.408430      1.978051      1.101358 
H        5.657342      0.896062     -0.784285 
H        6.404152      0.532553      0.766930 
 
H       -3.154734      1.335916      0.665626 
N       -1.732266      1.235177     -0.852909 
C       -1.629102      0.894287     -2.286688 
H       -0.654248      1.221285     -2.657730 
H       -1.708773     -0.187486     -2.430373 
H       -2.397879      1.381604     -2.901548 
C       -1.684386      2.704664     -0.718206 
H       -2.534487      3.203628     -1.207707 
H       -1.683491      2.984709      0.339431 
H       -0.766574      3.083640     -1.176311 
H       -2.540583     -1.391963     -0.535829 
N       -1.545997     -0.837088      1.201197 
C       -1.216330     -2.244059      1.504503 
H       -1.929292     -2.711846      2.198178 
H       -1.199822     -2.830269      0.582642 
H       -0.224919     -2.291722      1.967137 
C       -1.682965     -0.110881      2.480890 
H       -1.840758      0.957370      2.310147 
H       -2.504209     -0.488384      3.105011 
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CHAPTER III:  
Amino Alkoxide-Enolate Mixed Aggregates 
 
  
                
 
Alkoxides 1 and 2 were used by Merck and DuPont on pilot plant and plant 
scales to effect the enantioselective 1,2-additions shown in Schemes 1 and 2 in the 
synthesis of two reverse-transcriptase inhibitors.1,2 By pre-equilibrating the acetylide 
and 1, then cooling back down before adding the trifluoromethyl ketone, Merck was 
able to achieve 98% e.e. for the alkylation shown in Scheme 1. In ground-breaking 
work, Collum and coworkers elucidated the most active chiral mixed aggregate as 
cubic tetramer 3b, which forms exclusive of 3a and 3c when reagents are mixed in a 
1:1 ratio.3 However, 3a and 3c can each be formed exclusively by mixing 
cyclopropylacetylide and amino alkoxide their respective stoichiometric ratios. This 
turned out to be an important feature of these mixtures that was exploited by DuPont 



































similar protocol, DuPont was able to achieve 99.5% e.e. for the alkylation shown in 




Before we characterized the amino alkoxides themselves (Chapter 1), we 
initially set out to utilize the alkoxides in a manner analogous to that described 
above, but for stereoselective enolate chemistry. Asymmetric enolate additions, we 
believe, should be amenable to analagous aggregation control by replacing the 




Figure 3.1 shows spectra of mixtures of 1 and acetophenone enolate in varying 
ratios. Peaks corresponding to the homoaggregates, the 1:3, and the 2:2 mixed 
aggregates are apparent. The 3:1 amino alkoxide heavy mixed aggregate, however, 








































































































of the stoichiometry of the mixture, as in the cases of mixtures of amino alkoxides 
and acetylides, was not observed.  
 
 
Figure 3.1. 6Li NMR spectra of 0.10 M mixtures of [6Li]acetophenone enolate and 
amino alkoxide 1 with 0.02 M excess 6LiHMDS (asterisk) in 1.2 M THF with toluene 
cosolvent at -80 oC.  Ratios of enolate to 2 shown. Mixed tetramers: a) (red): 2:2; b) 
(fuschia): 3:1.  
 
Other mixtures of 1 with various enolates and phenolates gave less clear 
results. For example, when 1 was mixed with naphthol, numerous unexpected peaks 



















Figure 3.2. 6Li NMR spectra of 0.10 M mixtures of [6Li]naphthol phenolate and amino 
alkoxide 1 with 0.02 M excess 6LiHMDS (asterisk) in 1.2 M THF with toluene 
cosolvent at -80 oC.  Ratios of enolate to 2 shown. Identically colored peaks appear 
together, but are uncharacterized.  
 
Mixtures of 2 with enolates and phenolates gave more consistent results. In 
the case of the mixture of 1 with cyclohexanone enolate, peaks corresponding to the 
1:3, 2:2, and 3:1 cubic tetramers (4a-4c) were evident, though differences in 
coalescence temperatures leave peaks for the enolate rich 1:3 aggregate notably broad 

















Figure 3.3. 6Li NMR spectra of 0.10 M mixtures of [6Li]cyclohexanone enolate and 
amino alkoxide 2 with 0.02 M excess 6LiHMDS (asterisk) in 1.2 M THF with toluene 
cosolvent at -80 oC.  Ratios of enolate to 2 shown. Mixed tetramers: a) (blue): 2:2; b) 
(green): 3:1; c) (fuchsia) 1:3. Purple is suspected 1:1 mixed dimer or isomer of 2:2.  
 
The same peak pattern was observed in corresponding mixtures of 2 with 
naphthol phenolate (Figure 3.4). In mixtures of 2 with 1-indanone enolate (Figure 3.5) 
and 4-fluorophenolate (Figure 3.6), we did not observe the 3:1 alkoxide heavy 
aggregate.  However, as previously mentioned, variable temperature work revealed 
that in some cases the aggregates appear to have different coalescence temperatures, 
thus some peaks may not appear due to decalescence at the observed temperature. In 
the case of mixtures of 2 and acetophenone enolate (Figure 3.7), we did see one peak 
that appears to correspond to the 3:1 alkoxide heavy mixed aggregate, but a second 
pair of peaks following a 1:1 stoichiometry are also present, indicating there may be 






















an additional aggregate or 2:2 isomer present. In any case, we are confident in the 
assignment of most of these mixtures as cubic tetramers analogous to those exploited 
by Merck and DuPont.  
    
Figure 3.4. 6Li NMR spectra of 0.10 M mixtures of [6Li]naphthol phenolate and amino 
alkoxide 2 with 0.02 M excess 6LiHMDS (asterisk) in 1.2 M THF with toluene 
cosolvent at -80 oC.  Ratios of phenolate to 2 are shown. Mixed tetramers: a) (green): 
























Figure 3.5. 6Li NMR spectra of 0.10 M mixtures of [6Li]1-indanone enolate and amino 
alkoxide 2 with 0.02 M excess 6LiHMDS (asterisk) in 1.2 M THF with toluene 
cosolvent at -80 oC.  Ratios enolate:2 are: 1:0, 3:1, 2:2, 1:3 and 0:1 descending. Mixed 
tetramers: Blue: 2:2; Red: 3:1.  
 
 






















Figure 3.6. 6Li NMR spectra of 0.10 M mixtures of [6Li]4-fluorophenolate and amino 
alkoxide 2 with 0.02 M excess 6LiHMDS (asterisk) in 1.2 M THF with toluene 
cosolvent at -80 oC.  Ratios of enolate to 2 are shown. Mixed tetramers: a) (red): 2:2; b) 



























Figure 3.7. 6Li NMR spectra of 0.10 M mixtures of [6Li]acetophenone enolate and 
amino alkoxide 2 with 0.02 M excess 6LiHMDS (asterisk) in 1.2 M THF with toluene 
cosolvent at -80 oC.  Ratios of enolate to 2 are shown. Mixed tetramers: a) (fuchsia): 
2:2; b) (green): 3:1. Red pair of peaks are minor and unknown.   
 
Unfortunately, with all of the amino alkoxide-enolate mixed aggregates, we 
were unable to achieve control of aggregate stoichiometry through mixture ratios- 
when a 1:1 ratio of amino alkoxide to enolate was mixed, for example, all possible 
mixed aggregates (4a-4c) and homoaggregates were observed simultaneously. This 























tetramer 5 with one enolate distal to the chelating amino alkoxide, for example, 
would give little facial preference for an incoming electrophile.  
 
 In studies of amino alkoxide aggregation presented in Chapter 1 of this thesis, 
we showed that amino alkoxides exclusively prefer a twist form where chelation is 
observed in perpendicular rather than in parallel planes (Scheme 3). Interestingly the 
industrially successful amino alkoxide-acetylide mixed aggregates do not preserve 
the inherently preferred chelate form of the amino alkoxides (3a-3c). Their success is 
perhaps a bit adventitious. We propose a new approach that may give more 
consistent control: We will aim to preserve the inherent twist chelate structure by 
directly inserting chelating enolates to replace the chelating alkoxides (Scheme 4). No 
rearrangement of the preferred twist structure would be required to accommodate 
the new chelates. Ongoing studies in the Collum group will explore this approach 
while aiming to develop a general method for engineering chiral aggregates with 
potential for highly stereo controlled enolate additions.  
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